


 More than a year has passed since the world collided at full force with a 
previously unknown, foreign, hair-raising diversion, departing us from what was once 
considered the “normal”. Everyone experienced the full-extent of occurrences in the 
previous year and continue to experience the same in the current year of 2021. 
However, the profound hardships endured enabled in each of our hearts for resilience 
to be set in stone. Through an adventurous roller coaster and a comedic blend of 
procrastination, panic, laughs and exhilaration, it was also strong determination, 
dedication, mid-night brainstorming of ideas and high levels of anticipation that 
guided us towards the light at the end of the tunnel. Therefore, as the year draws to a 
close, as Editors, we have the greatest honour of presenting to you the magazine for 
the year – Edthral 2021.

Through all the contributions from the students, we have been able to get 
captivating glances of their diverse talents. We would like to thank everyone for 
charming the school magazine with their delightful contributions. Through this 
journey, we were able to comprehend a lot of lessons. This year, we experienced a 
unique and unprecedented combination of online and offline study sessions. The year 
2021 has been challenging but with resilience, we all faced difficulties head on. The 
students craved for the classroom atmosphere and the announcement of the re-
opening of schools filled their hearts with joy. Here, at St. Edmund's Higher 
Secondary School, other than virtual education, we also had the opportunity to engage 
in extra-curricular activities that helped us to gain experience.

As a team, we are all deeply appreciative to have been included in this venture 
which has been a highly productive and educating endeavour for everyone involved. 
We are absolutely ecstatic and thrilled to have been given a chance to be a part of this 
gratifying exercise with such a fantastic team. We are truly appreciative and thankful 
to our teachers for providing us with this memorable and rewarding opportunity. 

Although 2021did not have a great beginning, it surely ended with a success 
story. It ended up teaching us to survive in the chaos and to stay oriented towards our 
goals. 

“Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass. It's about learning how to dance 
in the rain.” Through this quote, the Editorial Board hopes to encourage everyone to 
strive towards their goal, surpass any obstacles, give their best shot at everything that 
life throws at them and stop at nothing. 

Editorial Note

With best wishes and prayers, 
we wish you happy reading!



 At the outset, I would like to extend warmest greetings and congratulations to 
all involved on the successful publication of yet another edition of the annual school 
magazine, Edthral. We are fully aware that we are at the rough end of a pandemic 
that has robbed us of many of our precious possessions and compelled us to lead a 
life of complete uncertainty. Thus this edition of Edthral is a reflection, rather 
statement, of your resolve to stay afloat even in the face of a deluge that has been 
threatening to assume apocalyptic proportions.
 Education trains us to have faith that the future will be better than the present 
and that faith is the incentive to keep going even when the chips are down. As the 
Head of the Institution, this principle has taught me to realize my vision for the 
School. The academic achievements of the students in the Board examinations, 
notwithstanding the handicaps faced by the students due to the lock down and 
prolonged disruptions in academic activities, only vindicates my conviction that 
there are no shortcuts to success. I am indeed proud of these achievers and there ever 
diligent and committed teachers for having ensured that the Edmundian flag keeps 
fluttering in all its glory not only today but for all time to come.
 At a time when more than half the world's population has been bracing for 
survival and the mental well being of the youth has come in for serious scrutiny, it is 
significant that our students and teachers have not fallen behind in their pursuit of 
excellence. It is believed that at the time of adversity, the character of an individual 
reveals it's true worth. I am of the firm belief that you all have proved your worth not 
only to your folks, but more importantly, to yourself, and that is an achievement 
which far outshines all other accolades you have earned in  life so far.
 Before I wind up, I must acknowledge my gratefulness to all my dear students; 
each member of the teaching and non teaching staff; parents and guardians for 
having made my job easier, with their constant support and cooperation, during my 
stint as the Principal in this esteemed institution. From my side, I must confess that it 
had been a highly rewarding journey, with milestones reached goals set, travelling 
alongside you people over the last few years. As I move on, I carry with me all the 
pleasant memories of St. Edmund's Higher Secondary, memories that would sustain 
me for the rest of my life.

Keep shining Edmundians!
May God bless each one of you!

Message

Principal, Bro. Adolph Pinto
Dear Edmundians,



Message

Vice Principal, Bro. Agnelo Benjamin
 “There is nothing like returning to a place that remains unchanged to find the ways in 
which you yourself have altered." (Nelson Mandela) This quote of Nelson Mandela speaks 
well of what has been my experience in the past few years. I left Shillong in June 2010. I 
returned in May 2021. It is true that a lot of me has changed with the passing of time. It is 
wonderful to be back in Shillong and to be part of St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School. 
Just to deviate from what Nelson Mandela says, I would like to say that a lot of St. Edmund's 
campus has changed and a lot of Shillong has changed. Eleven years is long enough to bring 
changes in any place and also changes in the life of a human being. Having said this, the basic 
framework of a place and a person remains unaltered to a large extent.
 When I got the first glimpse of the Higher Secondary School building, I was awestruck 
with its beauty, splendour and magnificence. I couldn't believe that such a wonderful structure 
could be raised in a very neglected and unattractive part of the campus. Due credit must be 
given to those responsible for this vision and the execution of this vision in such a great 
manner. I now look forward to work here and enjoy the facilities of this monument. When I 
arrived in Shillong, everything was Online. My first contact with staff members was at the 
beginning of July 2021. It is a day that I will remember for a long time. Gradually the Covid 
situation began to improve and the Government of Meghalaya decided to reopen schools for 
senior students. Our students commenced classes on Monday 6th September. For me 
personally, it was a great day to experience the school functioning normally. All along I was 
only admiring a NICE building. I am happy that we have been able to continue without any 
interruption. All staff members and students have been delighted to be back in school and 
enjoy the company of each other which had long been deprived.
 Currently in Shillong it is the time of the Cherry Blossom. One can't help but enjoy 
more of the beauty in the campus. Nature follows an amazing cycle to offer us such beauty at 
different times of the year. We're approaching the end of 2021 and this year has not been a 
good year for all those in the service of education. I am hoping and praying that 2022 would be 
a normal year for teachers, students, parents, administrative staff and all those involved in the 
field of education. The past two years have been very challenging for those in the field of 
education. I wouldn't be wrong in saying that education and young people all over the world 
have been hit the most due to the pandemic. Our lifestyle has changed and we have developed 
some weird habits. If not rectified in time, we could be heading to a catastrophe. We need to 
take stock of our lives and in some cases get back on track.
 Coming back to what Nelson Mandela said above, personally I need to reflect and be 
aware of the changes that have taken and are taking place in my life. When one is in touch with 
one's inner self, one is in a better position to relate to others. I look forward to the years ahead 
and serving this great institution- St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School. I also thank the 
Editorial Team for giving me the opportunity of sharing my thoughts for the magazine. May 
God always bless us as we continue to strive in God's Vineyard.



ST
1  ROW(L-R): Ms. JOSEPHINE SYIEM, Ms. DAIARISA NONGBET, Ms. 
RACHEL ERASMUS LYNGDOH, Ms. RASHMI PATIR, Ms. DELSI B. SYNGKON, 
Ms. DLOMSIBON NONGRUM, Ms. RITA DHAR, Ms. SANGEETA ROY.

ND
2  ROW(L-R): YASH AGARWAL, SHRADDHA DUTTA, RIBAKOR SHISHA 
THABAH, LARI LA AKOR NONGKSEH, NATANIA KEREEN LYNGDOH, 
CLEOPATRA SAIARISA AISUK KONGRI, EMILY GRAZEL JYRWA, KYLE 
NASHWUA DYLAN SYNGAI.

EDITORIAL BOARD



Winner of the Magazine Cover Design Competition, 2021
Karishma Singh Bhorali, XII Science B

The Cover illustration depicts the idea of "  Roots of Education."   Just as how a tree 
grows and develops, education also helps us grow and prepares us to explore the 
surroundings while being confident and optimistic, thereby having a strong grip on life. 
I wish to express my sincere gratitude to the Editorial Board for giving me an 
opportunity to showcase my skills.

ROOTS OF EDUCATION
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 The inter- class Debate Competition was held on 22nd September 2021, which was organised 
by the Department of English .The venue for the competition was Room 311. The event commenced 
at 3:00pm with Miss Rita Dhar delivering the welcome address which was followed by Miss Daiarisa 
Nongbet leading the prayer. Our Vice Principal Br. Agnelo Benjamin, the Speaker of the Debate, 
opened the motion and spoke on the hindrances to the resolution of border problems in India. Once the 
motion, ”Resolving Border Disputes Among The States Of India, is a Himalayan Task Today” was 
declared open, the participants from the Treasury and Opposition bench tore into each other . The 
competition was judged by Ms. Rachel Lyngdoh, Ms. Rashmi Patir and Sir Anthony Rai. Ms. Delsi B. 
Syngkon was the Time Keeper for the competition.
  All the participants presented their points vehemently .One could observe a future leader in 
the contestants. Every debater was cheered and clapped for their presentation and sharp arguments. 
The event revealed the various facets of border disputes and the ever entangled knots that have 
prevented the country from resolving the issue. At the end, the Treasury won the motion , thereby 
clearly underlining that Centre, States and all citizens must consciously work together to resolve 
disputes and  be watchful of falling prey to disputes only for short term gains. The disputes between 
borders have been an aching sore and the country would accelerate in its progress, if disputes are kept 
at bay.
             At the end of the function our Principal Br. A. F. Pinto delivered his views and thanked the  
teachers of the Department of English and the participants for speaking out their views.
Souvik  Bhattacharjee of class XII Arts B  was awarded Most Promising Speaker and Wandeipor 
Khongtir of class XII Arts B, was adjudged the Best Speaker .The prizes were handed over by Br. 
Benjamin and the other speakers too were appreciated with Certificates of Participation. The event 
concluded with a Vote of Thanks given by Miss Rita Dhar.
  Indeed, the competition, triggered conversations around an issue that has existed but we all 
have chosen to turn a blind eye to, without realizing that the idea of India as a whole remains half 
baked if border disputes are not resolved. Moreover, their resolution is greatly important for the 
preservation of culture and identities of people who have been torn by these conflicts.  The divergent 
views are an eye opener to many in the audience and perhaps one, among us may be the beacon 
bringing in change in the matter.

WAR OF WORDS
Shraddha Dutta, XII Commerce A 

& Larila Akor, XII Science B

REPORTS
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 On the 24  of July 2021, St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School's English Department hosted 
the first programme of the year—The Extempore Speech Competition. The event was held virtually 
via Google Meet, an online platform, as a result of the temporary cease of on-campus activities, 
owing to the prevailing conditions of the COVID -19 pandemic. The purpose of this programme was 
to enable the students to develop communicative and time management skills and also to serve as an 
excellent way of sharpening critical thinking. 

The competition began at 1:30 p.m. with twenty-three fierce competitors gracing us with their 
public speaking skills. This auspicious event was judged by Vice Principal Br. Agnelo Benjamin; Ms 
Piyali Raha of the Economics Department; Mrs Florence Blah of the Mathematics Department; and 
finally, Mr Felix Kurbah of the Chemistry Department with Principal Br. Adolf Pinto as the Guest. 

On behalf of the English Department, it was Miss Daiarisa Nongbet who took the privilege of 
welcoming the Brothers, the judges, all the participants along with the magazine reporters to the 
online competition. Following up on the warm welcome, was Miss Sangeeta Roy with a prayer and 
finally, the rules and regulations were read by Miss Delsi Syngkon. 

According to the rules and regulations read aloud, participants had the choice to pick a number 
between 1 and 90 and the corresponding topic was stated. A number that was chosen previously, was 
not permitted to be chosen again by another participant. In the case of a want of a change in topic, the 
participants were permitted to do so, but once only. However, points were deducted accordingly. Each 
participant was obliged to introduce themselves and state their topic before proceeding to think on the 
same for thirty seconds. The start and end of the thirty-second speaking time was announced by Miss 
Rashmi Patir. Two minutes of speaking time was given to the participant after the end of their thinking 
time, of which the start and end of the two-minute speaking time was announced by Miss Rachel 
Lyngdoh. Audio and video were made mandatory to be switched on at each participant's turn. With 
everything made extremely clear, thanks to Miss Delsi, the competition was set to begin.  

One hour and forty minutes later, the event concluded successfully with an entrancing 
ambience. More or less, each participant's speech held pre-eminence and was rich in reasoning, 
survey and perception.

 The competition ended with a vote of thanks given by Miss Daia Nongbet after which, Br. 
Pinto added a few words of inspiration and appreciation—just what the students needed to boost their 
morale. In the evening of the same day, the results were declared. 

  The judging process was one of considerable difficulty but a conclusion had to be made. 
Souvik Bhattacharjee of Class XII Arts (B)secured the first prize with his speech on the topic, “My 
Favourite TV Show.” A speech on the topic, “Which is more important? Physical Health or Mental 
Health” by Wandei PorKhongtir of Class XII Arts (B) came second. For the third prize, there was a tie 
between Noaki Marak of Class XII Arts (B)'s speech on,“If I had Alladin's Magic Lamp” and Emily 
Grazel Jyrwa of Class XII Science (C)'s speech on,“Do Video Games Contribute to Youth Violence?”.  
Special prizes were awarded to Shradda Dutta of Class XII Commerce (A) and Kyrshanboklang 
Syiemlieh of Class XII Commerce (B) for being the "Most Passionate Speakers”. Everyone displayed 
excellent choice of words, use of emotions and gestures which helped to drum in their intelligibility 
on each of their respective topics. 

    The school is to be praised enthusiastically for arranging such a useful skill-developing 
competition where, as each of us are held in close supervision within our homes for extended periods 
of time, the possibility of a loss in confidence in things such as public-speaking might have altered 
itself for the worst. This competition serves as the first step to regaining the lost confidence in some, 
and developing confidence in others. 

Finally, the heartiest appreciation goes to our Principal, our Vice Principal and each of the 
teachers of the English Department for the engaging initiative and their goal of ever-seeking to guide 
us to be the best of the best.

Long live St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School.

Extempore Speech Competition 2021
Natania K Lyngdoh, XII Arts B 

and Yash Agarwal, XII Science D
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WINNER OF THE PAINTING COMPETITION, 

ORGANISED BY THE SOCIAL JUSTICE CLUB

THEME:  PAINTING OF DREAMS

ILARIHUN LAPASAM

XII SCIENCE A
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MAHEK AHMED

WINNER OF THE SKETCHING COMPETITION, 

ORGANISED BY THE SOCIAL JUSTICE CLUB

THEME: EYES OF A CHILD
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 Independence Day is a day celebrated annually in our country to commemorate the nation's 
th

freedom from the British rule. This event was celebrated in our school on the 14  August, 2021 
organised by the Social Justice and Advocacy Unit. Organised via Google Meet pertaining to the 
closure of the school due to the Covid 19 situation, the event commenced at 1:30 pm and ended at 
about 2:00 pm. Our Principal Brother. A. F. Pinto, Vice-Principal Br. Benjamin, the Social Justice and 
Advocacy Unit coordinator (Miss Angella Warkhyllew), the teachers and students were present. 
 It was a short and wonderful event. The event started with a Bible reading and a prayer, 
inspiring speeches from our Principal Brother Pinto and Vice Principal Brother Agnelo Benjamin 
followed by a poem recitation from Wandeipor Khongtir. The National Anthem was also sung. A 
student from class XII Arts B, Noaki Marak made a video about India's journey towards 
independence. The event ended with a vote of thanks from Lari la akor Nongkseh. 
The self-composed poem by Wandeipor Khongtir reads:

Freeing her chained wings 
Come in as traders, become the default rulers
Exploited our farmers, for pounds and quarters 
Before the free bird knew, she was put in chains 
1857,first war of Independence 
Widespread but unsuccessfully rebellion 
The British never considered the Indians as their equals, 
Even in our Motherland 
They wanted to be educated, 
For they would be pawns acting on their demands 
1905,was when hope demolished and
They didn't only rob her off her freedom
But ripped a part of her, Partition of Bengal happened
1919,when citizens peacefully gathered,
A cage suddenly appeared, their only entrance and exit was blocked. 
For their lives they feared, General Dyer commanded an open fire,
And it was a massacre 
1931 was when three great heroes were hanged, 
Because they wanted to protest and instead got, 
A death sentence from the British rulers
Lead by the Father of our Nation, 
Dandi March, to break the salt Law took place 
They protested and marched, but prison was what they face 
Though in the end ,the fruit of success, they got to taste
1942, came the Azad Hind Fodge, 

          “Tum Mujhe Khon do, Mein Tumhe Azaadi Dunga” 
They fought and fought to break her chains, 
            To free her Motherland and her wings 

th
That had been blinded for so long 1947 arrived, 15  August Nehru said, “At stroke of midnight 

hour, when the world sleeps, India will awake to life and freedom.” 
The bird finally spread her beautiful wings again, JAI HIND! 

 

Independence Day Celebration 2021
Lari-la-akor Nongkseh, XII Science B
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 The Social Justice and Advocacy Unit, is a committee who works for social justice to assure 
that there is justice in terms of distribution of wealth, opportunities and privileges within a society. 
Under the leadership of Miss Angella Warkhyllew and Miss Sakaru Pyrbot (coordinators), the Social 
Justice Group, St Edmund's Higher Secondary have had a hive of activities  accomplished with 
success. 

Peechakucha Challenge 
 Each year, new members join the group. This year to greet the new members, a Peechakucha 
Challenge was organised through a virtual platform Google Meet correlating the closure of the school 

th
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. This small meeting was held on the 13  Julyfrom 3:00-4:00 pm. The 
students were all cheerful greeting each other and they all introduced themselves and discussed about 
their passion and interests. 

ER Just Together Workshop 
 On July 11, 2021the online Social Justice Workshop was conducted by St Columba's School, 
New Delhi. This was conducted under the expertise of Mrs Neha Pradhan and Miss Grace David. 
Four students were selected to represent our school and the theme of the event was, ''Building and 
Advocating Inclusive Resilient Communities in Covid Era. It was a two-day session and the event 
was conducted through Zoom Cloud Meeting from 9:30 am-1:00 pm. The students gained a lot of 
knowledge and information from the event. At the end of the event, the students become more 
conscious of the world around us. Both students and teachers were engaged, enthusiastic and 
empowered after hearing resilient stories. 

Awareness Programme on Physical Abuse
  thOn the 26  of August 2021, an awareness programme on 'Physical Abuse' was conducted at 
6:00 pm. The session was held for 35 minutes. The resource person was Miss Evanisha Pathaw, a 
social worker of  Meghalaya. Miss Evanisha talked about how children, women and even some men 
were physically abused. The session as very informative. It was a fruitful event and was appreciated 
by teachers and students who attended the programme. 

World's Suicide Day 
 The members of the Social Justice Group, made a presentation on “World's Suicide Day” on 

th
the 10 September. The group further created a video on “Gender Equality, ending discrimination, 
focuses towards equality and fighting against Covid 19 crisis. 

Reports on the programmes organized by 
the Social Justice Core Group 2021, 

St. Edmunds Higher Secondary Section

Lari-la-akorNongkseh, XII Science B
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Awareness programme on human trafficking and rape cases in India
 An awareness programme on “Human trafficking and rape cases in India”was organised by the 

st
Social Justice Core Group on the 1  October 2021. Miss Momo Bhattacharjee was the resource 
person of the event. The teachers, respected Principal, Vice-Principal and students attended the 
Google Meet meeting which started at 6 pm and ended at about 8 pm. Miss Momo discussed about the 
brutal acts of how women were assumed as being weak and were raped and trafficked. 

Mass Distribution 
th The 11  of October was a memorable day for the Social Justice Group, when a “Free Mask 

Distribution”was organised and a few members of the Group went and distributed masks to the 
roadside vendors and a few tourist spots in Sohra, Meghalaya. The main objective of this project is to 
give people protection against the Covid 19 situation. This event was a success with the guidance of 
our teachers Miss Angella Warkhyllew, Miss Sakaru Pyrbot and our Principal and Vice-Principal who 
gave us their support. 

Poetry, Sketching and Painting Competition.
th On the 30 November a poetry, sketching and painting competition was organized by the 

Social Justice Group. The poetry competition was held at school and the topic of this competition 
was, “Unspoken Goodbyes”. The painting and sketching competition was held through online mode 
where the students took a video and pictures of their works. The theme for the painting competition 
was, “A painting of dreams” while the theme for the sketching competition was, “World through the 
eyes of a child”. There is only one winner in each competition. Wandeipor Khongtir of Class XII Arts 
B won the poetry competition, Ilarishisha Lapasam of  Class XII Science A won the painting 
competition and Mahek Ahmed of Class XI Arts B won the sketching competition. The prizes were 

thgiven to the winners on the 8  December 2021. 

 The year came to an end and the students and teachers felt honoured and gratified for all the 
memories they made and the work they had accomplished. 
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National Level Drawing Competition Organised by 
MAGIZH ACADEMY

NIKITA PAUL
 XII Commerce A, 

nd
2  Prize Winner
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MBOSE RESULTS 2021

MBOSE RESULTS 2021
ARTS
Appeared                                                                                       :    116
Passed                                                                                             :    116
Pass Percentage                                                                            :    100%

st1  Division                                                                                     :    93
nd2  Division                                                                                    :    23
rd

3  Division                                                                                    :    NIL

                      Number of Students Securing Letter Marks

English                                                                                          :    30
Alternative English                                                                      :   31
MIL Khasi                                                                                     :    4
Political Science                                                                           :    5
History                                                                                           :    3
Geography                                                                                     :    42
Economics                                                                                     :    3
Computer Science                                                                        :    1
Mathematics                                                                                  :    1

Rank Holders
nd2  Position  L Kennedy Vaiphei                                                 :     450 Marks
th4  Position  Madhurjya Parasar Pathak                                     :     447 Marks
th

5  Position  Nukutulu Rhakho                                                    :     443 Marks
th

6  Position  Amelia Rempuii Renthlei                                      :     442 Marks

Board Highest Marks
Name: Amelia Rempuii Renthlei :  Alternative English          :     92 Marks
Name: Madhurjya Parasar Pathak:  Economics                        :     92 Marks
Name: Nukutulu Rhakto: Geography                                       :     97 Marks
Name: Madhurjya Parasar Pathak:  Mathematics                     :     90 Mar

COMMERCE
Appeared                                                                                       :    111
Passed                                                                                             :    95
Pass Percentage                                                                            :    85.58%

st1  Division                                                                                     :    73
nd

2  Division                                                                                    :    22
rd

3  Division                                                                                    :    NIL
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Number of Students Securing Letter Marks

MBOSE RESULTS 2021

English                                                                                          :     12
Alternative English                                                                      :     10
MIL Khasi                                                                                     :     1
Accountancy                                                                                 :     30
Business Studies                                                                          :     40
Economics                                                                                     :     8
Mathematics                                                                                  :     1
Computer Science                                                                        :     2
Rank Holders

th
9  Position  Hame Datei Skhem Lawai                                     :     450 Marks
Board Highest Marks
      Name: Hame Datei Skhem Lawai :  English                               :    94 Marks

SCIENCE
Appeared                                                                                       :     200
Passed                                                                                            :    169
Pass Percentage                                                                            :    84.5%

st1  Division                                                                                    :    146
nd2  Division                                                                                   :     23
rd

3  Division                                                                                    :     NIL
                     
                     Number of Students Securing Letter Marks

English                                                                                          :     31
Alternative English                                                                      :     53
MIL Khasi                                                                                     :     31
Physics                                                                                          :     20
Chemistry                                                                                      :     38
Biology                                                                                         :    49
Mathematics                                                                                  :   2 6
Computer Science                                                                        :    14
Rank Holders

th
7  Position  Bamedari Palei                                                         :     464 Marks

th10  Position  Vakkalagadda Drishti Rao                                     :     458 Marks
Board Highest Marks
Name: Vakkalagadda Drishti Rao  Alternative English            :    93 Marks
Name: Rejoicy Khynriam   Biology                                            :    95 Marks
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 First of all, I thank the Almighty God for giving me good health, knowledge, and time 
which enabled me to arrive at what I dreamt of. Indeed, it is because of God's countless 
blessings and protection that, as a student, I am able to reach this unbelievable milestone in 
my life. 

 I am ecstatic and filled with content on reading my class 12 board examination. After 
th th

my 10  board examination, I set myself this goal, to be a rank holder in the 12  board 
examination. From the very first day of my class, I consistently and sincerely worked towards 
my goal. I took the assignments, class-work, class tests, mid-term exams, and final exams 
seriously, right from the word 'Go'. I called upon my teachers whenever I required and I 
fearlessly and frequently clarified even the slightest doubt.

My class 12 was totally different from class 11because of the COVID-19 pandemic. I 
faced a lot of difficulties as normal classes were suspended. I had to manage and acquaint 
myself with the new mode of teaching through online classes. Moreover, clarifying my doubts 
using mobile phone was daunting as I preferred in person teaching and there were multiple 
problems due to the suspension of classroom teaching. Nevertheless, by God's grace, I was in 
good health to study consistently and follow my study time-table strictly. 

 My efforts, hard-work and consistency alone cannot be credited for this great 
achievement, but the help of God, the support and prayers from my parents, my brother and 
sister, my teachers and classmates, bundled together have made me achieve this feat. I extend 
my heartfelt thankfulness to all my teachers at St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School who 
helped me, guided me and moulded me throughout my brief journey with them. I am 
extremely grateful to the teachers who taught me and helped me reach this peak of my success; 
Miss Angela Warkhyllew, Miss Merveille Mawlong, Miss Venetia Ropmay, Miss Piyali Raha, 
Mrs Sangeeta Roy, Miss Rita Dhar and Sir Preciouswell Nongsiej.

 From my experiences, the message that I want to covey to my juniors is to be unafraid 
and dream, believe in your dreams and work tirelessly as the fruits of success can only be 
earned by dedicated sincerity and perseverance.

L. Kennedy Vaiphei
ND2 Position - MBOSE HSSLC Exam, 

Arts Stream 2021

FACTA NON VERBA
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 First of all, I am very much thankful to each and every teacher of SEHSS, who had 
thassisted me throughout the year and made it possible for me to bag the 4 rank in the state. 

Though our class 11 was quite exciting and fun, where every day I got to learn something new. 

However, the challenge that we encountered came in the disguise of the pandemic which 

shifted us from offline to online mode of class. Such a drastic change did panic me at first, 

especially when you are in the final year of your school, but under the guidance and support of 

our teachers, I was able to reorient my plans and study accordingly. I tried to be persistent, by 

honestly dedicating 2-3 hours of self-study everyday which provided me with ample time to 

revise before our finals. So, my message to the juniors would be to work hard right from the 

beginning rather than overburdening yourself before examination and whenever you feel 

demotivated just think about the end results and the expectations of your Parents and 

Teachers, this will surely help you boost your confidence.

th4  Position - MBOSE HSSLC Exam, 
Arts Stream 2021

Madhurjya Parasar Pathak
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 When I was asked to write a message for the school magazine, I was clueless for quite 
some days. There were so many things I wanted to write and yet so little seemed to actually 
seep into this device I was writing on. I sat on the porch wondering one chilly afternoon and it 
drifted my mind back to 2019 when I first joined school. Out of all the first-day-of-class 
sessions and introductions we had, I still vividly remember our first history class ever when 
Miss Venetia told us, "There's a history to each and every one of you here right? It's not like 
you just fell from the sky and landed here in Edmund's." Ever since, that small seed of 
thought has been growing in my mind, that maybe, history is all about seeing beyond the 
surface, be it events or people, and tracing back to the roots. Maybe it is particular trait of 
history and the wonderful teacher we had Miss Venetia that made me like the subject. It 
would be incomplete to not mention that I have had a lot to learn from the rest too. I believe I 
am better at locating places now thanks to many numbers of maps Sir Precious made us 
draw. Not to forget, the answer writing tips I could not have learned anywhere else. My love 
for literature was also fuelled to a good extent by all the English and Alternative English 
Teachers we had, who taught us to look deeper into poems, into the stories that we learned 
and made us appreciate the literature pieces more. Much credit also has to be given to Miss 
Piyali who did try her best to make us understand all the difficult concepts, which really 
wasn't easy to do, considering it was economics; Miss Angela who made political theories 
come to life, metaphorically, with her larger-than-life personality. Somewhere between all 
these classes and somehow always struggling to submit our EVS projects on time, our last 
year of higher secondary passed by. 

While I have no major regrets, there are of course things that I would love to turn the 
clock back on. So, my dear juniors… enjoy your higher secondary life to the fullest but at the 
same time, stay committed to your studies. A little goes a long way- a little more attention in 
class, a little extra effort, a little more learning. God bless And Best Wishes! 

Nukutulu Rhakho
th

5  Position - MBOSE HSSLC Exam, 
Arts Stream 2021
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th
7  Position - MBOSE HSSLC Exam, 

Science Stream 2021

Bamedari Palei

“Rome was not built in one day.”

My father often talked of this idiom. I believe he wanted to remind me and my siblings 
that to achieve something ambitious, it needs time, energy and a lot of sweat. Moreover, my 
father also stressed about consistency and sincerity. He said that these things are very 
important elements of life, and I believe him.

Without consistency, effort and patience, I do not think that I would be where I am now.
2020 was a tough year. The pandemic came and normal things were not normal anymore. 
School was from home and so were tuitions and coaching classes. Daily interactions with 
teachers was online and so were doubt-clearing chats. There was a huge wall that hindered 
proper learning. To top it all off, there were enormous amounts of assignments each day from 
two-three teachers.

As a science student, I felt overburdened. In the morning, there were classes from 
school. In the evening, there were classes from my coaching center. At night, I had to finish off 
my assignments given on that day, and if I couldn't I would do it the next morning. It was a 
hectic life. There was neither time for self-study nor was there for rest. As a student myself, I 
understand the hardships that we go through, especially when there is bad network.

My dear juniors, I just hope that during this situation, you will always remember your 
goal in life. It is my own goal that gave me motivation, and it is my own effort that brought me 
here. Of course, it is also because of the help of my attentive teachers. I wish you and your 
family health and safety in this trying time. 
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 “Time flies," they say, and I couldn't agree more. It seems like it was only yesterday that 
I was in high school, and now I'm at college! "People only remember the first and forget the 
rest," they say, but I believe these two years have been a trip filled with many treasured 
experiences.

 I write this with much gratitude and admiration for everyone who contributed to this 
accomplishment. I understand that the past year has been challenging for us, but we have 
proven to ourselves and to others that nothing is truly impossible, if we work hard for it.

 Thank you for all the blessings you've bestowed on us, God. Words cannot express my 
gratitude for this accomplishment. I could not have done it if it had not been for you. 

 Thank you to my family, especially my mother and sister for always believing in me. 
Your encouragement, support understanding and trust have helped me to be where I am today.

 My heartfelt thanks go to the teachers of SEHSS. The English Department (Miss Rita, 
Miss Sangeeta, Miss Aadrita, Miss Rashmi and Miss Rachel), the Commerce Department 
(Miss Supriya, Miss Pooja, Sir Anthony)teachers of the Mathematics Department (Miss 
Florence, Miss Ipshika, and Miss Duhi) and to everyone at school. To all my teachers 
reading this, I just want to let you know how big of an influence you've had on our lives. It takes 
bravery and integrity to stand and be a leader of the youth of our nation. Thank you for 
following your passion and for being an inspiration to us.

 To the administration of the school, the Principal, Br. A. F Pinto and Headmistress, 
Madam Sherly Alexander, Thank you! It has not been an easy transition for you all but your 
leadership and positive attitude have helped us pull through.

 To the Class of 2021, your friendship has rewarded me with love, understanding and 
support. I really appreciate the positive influence you have had on my life. 

 To the Class of 2022- "EMBRACE YOUR FEAR AND TRUST YOUR 
INSTINCTS". Be yourself, go for "RESPECT" rather than POPULARITY. Don't live 
for the "LIKES" and "FRIENDS” on Social Media. Nothing can take the place of 
perseverance and hard effort. I understand that Life can toss a brick at you from time to 
time, but you only have two choices: let the bricks knock you down or construct a 
foundation and continue to build on it.

 And to all those with a DREAM- KNOW THAT YOUR DREAMS ARE VALID 
AND, IN YOUR PATH, YOU ARE NEVER DENIED BUT ONLY REDIRECTED.

Hame Datei Skhem Lawai
th9  Position - MBOSE HSSLC Exam, 

Commerce Stream 2021
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V. Drishti Rao
th

10  Position - MBOSE HSSLC Exam, 
Science Stream 2021

 "Success is not final; failure is not fatal: It is the courage to continue that counts.” That 
was the quote that always kept me going. Joining St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School 
was one of the best decisions I had ever taken. This institution has helped me find my true 

th
potential. Getting the 10 position in HSSLC, Science was a dream come true. The pandemic 
changed the logistics of education, with everything shifting from offline to online, getting 
used to the shift was extremely challenging. However, this had been possible only because of 
the constant support and guidance from the teachers. They were always ready to help and it 
was also their motivation which helped me achieve my dreams. Even though I had tried 
working sincerely ever since class 11, the beginning of the pandemic gave me lots of time to 
plan and work on things. I tried to use my time as fruitfully as possible, and kept a balance 
between work and play, which is in fact very important. I always tried to give my best in 
whatever I did, however never set expectations from what I did, I went with the flow. I 
celebrated the success, learnt from the failure and continued to work along. What I believed 
was that I shouldn't stop no matter what comes my way. 

 I am very thankful to the Almighty for bestowing his grace on me, our Principal, Br. 
A. F. Pinto and the teachers, and my parents for their support and motivation. It was 
because of them that I could spread my wings and reach new heights. My message to the 
students of my alma mater would be, “Do not fear the changing times, what is meant to be 
will be. All that one can do is work towards their dreams and achieve their goals.” Thank 
you SEHSS for making me what I am today.
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A DREAM

Kyrshanboklang Syiemlieh, 
XII Commerce B

Every soul has a dream,

A dream of their own fantasies;

It can be schemes or beams

Or, it can be fleas or deep blue seas.

A Dream is something very pleasant,

No events can stop us from dreaming;

Through dreams, life can be relevant,

And dull moments in this world are seen glowing and beaming.

We dream while we are in this enchanted reverie

Indulging in a world of our own;

But when the monster alarm gives a beep,

It flips our sleep and we awake to a tumultuous sea.

As for me, a dream cannot be separated from life,

It is a part of my life;

I still want to dream since it's good

Because losing it, is like losing purpose and meaning.

POETRY SECTION
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THE PINK ONES

Albert Hriiziio Chachei, 
XI Science D

Sweet little angels greet me

On my stroll, past their lofty homes

Sunbeams bounce over their supple skin

As they chorus melodious tones.

They sway, with the wind without care

Radiating an aura so immaculate

You can see a world, in their hazel eyes

Their gracefulness none can articulate.

Though the path I take is arduous

And though I walk in solitude

Their presence, uplifts my weary soul

Providing me peaceful refuge.
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Tough outside, soft within;

When there's pain in his heart,

Not a single tear,

Even if broken inside-

Father, How are you so great?

Tagging him heartless

Is the greatest misdeed ever.

His tongue may not confess,

But the love for his children exceeds limits-

Father, how are you so great?

Perspires relentlessly

To gift an effortless living to his family;

Yet, never utters a word of agony-

Father, How are you so great?

And all the hard times,

He endures with a smiling face.

Value his grace,

Before you need to lament his vacancy-

Father, how great you are!

THE PILLAR

Ankita Kar, 
XI Arts B
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We are people,

Just people-

Who forgot what we are made of.

We talk about the weather,

As if it's mundane and not magic.

We talk about the sky,

As if it's not a vision.

We talk about the oceans,

As if it's not holy water.

We destroy Nature,

As if nature is not God himself.

We talk about life as a burden,

As if it's not the greatest blessing.

Why do we take things for granted?

WHY DO WE TAKE THINGS 
FOR GRANTED?

Arman Suchiang, 

XI Arts B
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The second wave is a paroxysm,

Yet it's not insuperable to overcome,

Though it is spreading like a mach,

But a panacea is on its way.

The second wave must be devoured,

Or a person may be smitten.

We should not be witless and dumb!

And behave in an unbridled manner.

Some expressed unsolicited advice,

Some expressed vociferous opinion;

Advice and opinions are like a parabola,

Sometimes up sometimes down.

Our saviours are in parley;

Dealing viciously against the wave,

Amidst mistakes and maladroit.

To extricate us from the wave.

SECOND WAVE

Bankhraw Kupar Tron, 
XI Science D
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School Life
Banteinam Dkhar, XI Arts B

School is a daily routine for us.
In the morning, we're sure to make a fuss.

Even when the sun is still not up,
Here we are, awake at 6am sharp.

We feel that school is such a bore.
We feel that school is such a chore.

Parents say, “School's great! Now, go!”
We say, “Well, what do you know?”

Late a minute and we have to run.
Eyes half open, shoelaces undone.

We reach school and we see our friends.
Immediately, the torture ends.

We have a chat and go with the flow.
Then the bell rings; it is time to go.

We may at times find school stressful.
To have some fun, we have to bend some rules.

Talk back to teachers, and detention we serve,
No doubt, it is sometimes what we deserve.

Sometimes they are as cold as ice,
And other times they're actually really nice.

They teach us and give us a helping hand.
They're forever ready to listen and be a friend.

They have built much confidence in us,
Just not when they are being really harsh.

Over the years of education,
Never have we had so much learning with action,

Such as camps, experiments, concerts, and activities.
We've learned so much and even saved the trees.

A wise teacher once said aloud –
“Success is failure turned inside out,

So stick to the fight when you're hardest hit.
Rest if you must, but don't you quit”.

Some may see school as a torture chamber.
Some cannot wait for the holidays in December,

But it depends on how we look at school.
Honestly, positively, school is cool!
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A DAY IN SUMMER

Bernard Umsong, 
XII Arts B

When I was ten I remembered coming home from school,
And I'd wash my shirts that stained 
the musty sweat and the grey socks.

My brother would call me to tea with him,
And he would tell me stories of 

how he'd dwell in forests and hunt for sparrows,
How he'd go to rice fields in autumn and 

he would glide along the streams to catch crabs and fishes,
Carrying them home in plastic jugs that breathed algae.

These folktales with sad endings he offered me endlessly,
The peaches he'd slice and the art of peeling their velvet coats - softly.

I drew the boredom of school for him and 
the pupils who'd pick on me all the time

And about the teachers and how long a day can be in summer,
I complained about the clothes and socks I had to wash,
The tea I had to prepare and the fear of the final exams.
He'd stare with a faint smile and say that he would hear

the early bird trying to communicate with him.
How the kettle whistles when I make tea,

How the gate creaks when my mother visits my aunt,
or when my father ironed his plain black trousers.

And with calm keen eyes he'd say
His day wasn't that long in summer.
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Oh! My beautiful flower,
I'll give you a shower;

For you are so precious,
That the  world seems to be gracious.

Oh! My beautiful flower,
With flawless petals you embower;

You bring me hope and glee,
As you are born to be free.

Oh! My beautiful flower,
Your beauty brings down flowers;

For you are no more,
This heart of mine remains sore.

Chintu Singh, 

XII Science A

OH! MY BEAUTIFUL FLOWER
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I found myself in a meadow-

The ethereal light that shone and the petrichor-
Gave me the feeling of nothing but a supernal feeling,
As I gazed up on either side of the boundless meadow
I failed not to see two beings of ineffable difference,
One was ebullience, resplendent, warm, and gives,

The other was atrabilious, cold, and takes.

As they gaze into the eyes of the other,
I could not help but see their limerence with each other.

Ah! Such a tragic pair of lovers I thought–
Tangled in a fate the universe herself condemns;

A red sting of fate that should have never existed bounded the two,
The universe in its own heartless way created a fate so cruel-

Made them the raison d'ếter of the other but forbids their union.

I hear the soft melodies of their desire for the other
And the heartbreaking cries of never being able to bask in each other's presence,

Finding tranquility and euphoria only in each other's gaze.
Perhaps my inferior human mind can't and never will fathom such fidelity;

A devotion, an aeiphathy that has endured the wear of time itself.

And as I took one last look at the two unfortunate lover
I am reminded of a lover's promise,

I choose you-
And I'll choose you over and over

Without pause, without doubt, in a heartbeat;
I'll keep choosing you.

Christine Alva Marwein, 
XI Science D

FORBIDDEN LOVE
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I CAN'T SWIM NO MORE

Gardylia Gracia Sahkhar, 
XII Arts B

Little by little,
Things started to change,

The storm hit-
Causing tides inside our minds.

Striving to conquer the pain.
Oh, can't you see?

I can't swim no more.

Staring at the wall,
Nostalgia running through my veins,

Thousand Questions haunt me every night.
Oh, can't you see?

I can't swim no more.

If I had sought
The Beginning and The End

Things would have turned out differently.
Lost in the Abyss,

Studded with only Pain.
Oh, can't you see?

I can't swim no more.
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CHASE THE MOON
Gardylia Gracia Sahkhar, 

XII Arts B

Often people make mistakes,

With a mind set that believes

Common things can burst into Life.

They gaze at the Night Sky,

Admiring the Stars.

Oh, how beautiful they shine

Even in the Midst of Darkness.

Oh People! For once,

Please look at the night sky.

There's a rare one,

Brighter than the Stars.

Oh Dear!

Stop chasing the stars.

Start chasing the Moon.
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Steffi Niza W. Snaitang, 
XI Science B
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HUMAN RACE!

Lamang K. Mawthoh, 
XI Science D

Trying to fly in this world of shambles,
In the search of the golden marble,

Is it really worth their gamble?
Are dreams fulfilled after the worthwhile struggle?

Everybody in a dilemma, in this race for success,
Running and scrambling in this world full of mess,

Truly! Human wants are unlimited,
But this- everyone tries to forget.

'Digging for gold' is the name of the game,
Don't stop, the race is hot and in full steam;
Just keep running faster without any shame,

Till the water dries off the stream.

Eventually, nothing is achieved, only destruction;
Misdeeds and greed have fully triumphed.

O! Human your spirit has vanished,
No more room for the good;

Done with introspection!
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An imaginary place, a paradise

Its importance can't be emphasized

Contentment here is twice as nice.

People dream…

Here, life is supreme.

It is filled with euphoria

This is UTOPIA.

I look for this imaginary place

Wherever I may be,

This escapade I should ace

No matter what others see.

Where is this Utopia?

That claims to give euphoria.

It's different for everyone,

I see it wherever I go

For instance, for a basketballer

It is disguised in a throw.

Forget at least one responsibility,

Just live life for once.

There is a possibility

To find Utopia in a bounce.

Utopia 

Larizakaru O. Pakma, 
XI Arts A
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You left me unannounced,
Why do you keep leaving me?

In your absence my world is filled with darkness,
I'm lost! Confused! Restless! Mad!

I really do detest your absence,
Oh! The anger's uncontrollable;

The emptiness unbearable.
But you don't know how much I miss you or want you back,

For a day without you, feels like a thousand years
But yet I am certain that you'll return

And when you do so, despite of all the anger;
I will seem to have forgotten it all

And fall all over for you again
Yes! I will accept you over and over

Without any hesitation, in a heartbeat!

I know you'll leave me again
But I'll always wait for you,

For not even a second goes by
Without me yearning for your return,

For the misery in your absence cannot be compared 
with the happiness of your return,

The joy! The excitement!
Never had I experienced so much happiness.

Truly! Truly! I do now understand what people mean
When they say, “You are the light if my life”

You truly are!
Oh Electricity! Oh Electricity!

How I wish you would never have to leave me again!

Leave me not!

LikauTsuah, 

XII Science B
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My Early Years

Oniphiba Nongbsap, 
XII Arts B

Nostalgic was my childhood-
Times I favoured sweets and jam the most;

Jubilant was I while playing,
Failed to think of food while playing.

Remembering when I was two years old,
Following brother and sister to school;

Crying was I-
Wanting the school.

I do believe in existence of ghost,
And disobeying elders,

One would turn into a monster;
Times I know nothing about

Hardships that we would face.

As I turn to be 12 years old,
I feel I've crossed the childhood stage;

Knowing the importance of study,
Being affable and helpful to others.
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HOPE

Pherdor Khardewsaw, 
XII Arts B

Days went by,
Bleakness never fades.

Time seems timeless.

Good days seem too far-fetched.

Everyday feels like the repetition of the previous days.

Never the less, amidst the circumstances one shall not-
Loose hope, as hope gives way and a start to new life.

One may perceive, unfathomably,
Having hope to be a Herculean task amidst their difficulties, but -

Hope satisfies all humanity.
Hope is strength.
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138

THEM
Phibawanshuwa Nongkhlaw, 

XI Arts A

Alone, as she saunters along the lonely path
Filled with trees and brimmed with leaves–

Red, yellow and brown:
Some fallen and some not–

Not knowing yet what the future holds,
She meets 'them'.

She begins to let her guard down
And starts being vulnerable around them;

But she keeps telling herself
That, at some moment,

They will have to part ways.

She then meets new companions.
She is, however, careful among these

Who may kill or leave!
For some of these, after all, may turn out to be

Who they are not
And, leave the path eventually.

The ones who still stick by her
Are 'them', her best ones,
Still accompanying her

During the amble through the lonely path –
Not so lonely anymore!



What If

What if, everything turned out to be a lie

Created by the hypocrites to rule over our existence?

What if, the rules that we are made to comply

Is nothing more than to keep this system in a firm consistence?

What if, the leaders of our nation on whom we rely

Are the reason behind this ignorance's oblivious persistence?

What if religion, that we are made to believe in unconditionally

Is the reason why people are gullible and naive?

The propagation of these false ideals and hypocrisy

Engulfs the world and its people in an abyss of contrary believe

But ignorance is bliss and just accept the so-called gift

And always ponder upon the question, 'What if?'

Abraham Fanai, 
XII Science A
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Yes, we all have those moments.
The moments, when life seems

so kind, so sweet, so loving, so warm.
The moments that make an hour

feel so short,
but the second of the hour so infinite.
The moments that make you feel like

you're the main character of
someone else's story.

I'm sure you can relate.
If not, then read this again,

amidst the company of things
or people

that portray a forever.
Life is a cycle of
constant endings
and beginnings,
sadness and joy,
disappointments

and purpose.
Tomorrow, someone you care about

could fade away at an instant
and never return,

the same tomorrow, your best friend
would spark the beginning of

a new friendship, or love
with a simple 'hello'
to a random stranger.
My dog is an old boy

and tomorrow he could pass away,
take his last breath, his final gaze

and bid the world adieu.
Yet tomorrow, my pregnant cat

would give birth to a litter of kittens,
that would let out their first meows
and with a sudden intake of 'time',

that would process through their lungs
start a new beginning.

You've obviously woken up at least once,
at around 4 am.

Did you ever drown yourself in that
quiet, shy, bluey

atmosphere that the birds often find themselves
at tune with?

They call that period, dawn.
A synonym for beginning.

You've definitely fallen in love with a
pink or orange sunset,

where the clouds bathe themselves
in the sun's sleepy shades
as it gets itself ready to

fall asleep.
The sunset marks the

end of the day,
sunrise, marks the beginning.
A cycle that occurs so often,

we never notice it.
Do you miss someone?

Someone dear, someone close,
someone you love, someone you lost?

Of course, you do.
Perhaps you visit their graves

on a daily basis
leave a tear or two on that smooth

grating of cement.
Perhaps you spend sleepless

nights, wondering
where they are, whether they

think of you,
or are they okay?

Perhaps you go through each
new chapter of your life

with a broken screen, and a
dusty projector

that projects a film of
a present tense

from a time so far back?
Do you smile? Do you laugh?

Do you free each syllable
from your mouth, with

an excitement akin to that
of an explosion?

Re-cycle
Bryan P Wahlang, XII Science D
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Not far from home
A place so dear

God's work of art.

I come to find
Sheltered by the trees

A peaceful quiet;
Lost from the world.

Frequent visits
With a friend or two,
Conversations made

On love, on life
Or sometimes tears-filled eyes

From laughing too hard
As worries slowly fade

And tranquility takes its place.

A peaceful haven
My very own

Oblivious to the world.

But as I age
With my responsibilities

Time's lost in work
As visits grow seldom.

However, what little time
I try to find

To stop by God's hidden treasure -

A piece of heaven,
God left on earth.

Sanctuary
Carl Brennan Marbaniang, 

XII Science D
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There, as I sat on top of my rooftop,

I saw everything clearer than most;

Children as usual running nonstop,

Cars roaring and rumbling, monsters almost,

Flowers danced with the wind in such fashion with a hop,

A cold breeze brushed my body and night starts to creep in like a ghost,

With Dusk before my eyes, I asked time to freeze! To stop!

Oh, because for second I saw it, there atop-

The Purple, Blue, Red and various other colours.

The colours brushed by His Hands,

Can you feel the Love that beats on the regular?

Can you hear the Cicadas singing their Love Song?

As She slowly reaches for sleep into the darkness,

Tired, exhausted for shining for so long.

Beautiful now than ever before she lays.

Beautiful now than ever, oh my days!

And the calmness and tranquillity she bestows on us!

A promise older than time itself,

My heart is filled with a sense of joy to the brim,

For I lived and I can witness this every day,

I suppose, down is where I should go too now.

But remember The Purple Serenity and its vow.

Purple Serenity

Elshender Banshan Phanwar, 

XII Arts B
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Nostalgic about my past
I hope it could last,

Between then and now I contrast.
Oh! Those joyous days I miss,
Feeling the cool breeze's kiss.
Travelling to unknown places

Leaving there my traces,
And the memories like the shattered vases.

Sleeping was punishment to our playful mind,
As if by sleep we were confined.
Skipping food was impossible,

The atmosphere then was comical.
Oh! How I miss those beautiful days

Those days were to the eyes blessing rays.
Nature was our bosom friend

And with it we would our entire day spend.
All we were at that time was kind

There were no unhealthy thoughts in our mind,
Candies were our greatest happiness

Losing our favourite toy was our only sadness.
Stars were to us the people who go to heaven

And we knew nothing about the creatures' called demons.
Our life was a pretty maze

At the moon we would love to gaze,
Oh! How I miss those innocent days.

When we knew nothing about the feeling called
getting hurt,

To us it was only falling on dirt.
Looking back at the memories,

That life back then was filled with treasuries,
Oh! I want to go back to that life,

Or maybe experience it again after life
Sleeping on my mother's lap,

Playing with the water dripping from the tap,
Taking a long nap

Realising we never knew about how people could really back stab.
Peaceful were those days
There were no betrayals

Oh! Those beautiful memories.

Oh! Those Beautiful  
Memories

Yash Agarwal, XII Science D
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Hopeless prey in the silent world
That live among the predators;

Who halt the crowded field at once
And kill whoever smells their crown.

It was known to live but it was never seen
It made the prey hideaway.

Within the bushes of a peaceful world, the prey sat still to keep it safe.
With all its temptations and goals to achieve;

If the prey moves out, its soul will depart its body
But within this shelter, a prey is hopeless for goals.

A violent mind in a peaceful world
That tore away the bushes where the prey hid.

It meets no end so it searches for food
Near the flowing river of malicious deception.

"Will this prey be a catalyst
That awakened danger?

Or will this prey become a predator
That bites the unseen predators

And a muzzle will be put on it.?"

The river plays Chinese whispers with the prey
That led the prey to the open world.

It saw no predators but was known to exist,
It lives for a week and soon departs its life.

A violent mind is healed by a patient mind
That drops down the muzzle to achieve a goal.

Temptation thrives but life is as precious as gold,
So a prey must stay within the bush of the silent world.

The Silent World
Rimansan Ha O Najiar, 

XII Science A
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SOMEONE I MISS

A man with a golden heart and smile,

Someone dear to me; whom I could never lie to.

But now that he is gone; it's hard to believe

That life without him would be easy to live.

When he left us, we all cried,

Someone asked me if I was okay, but I lied;

Tears weren't enough to weigh my sorrow

Like how I miss him on every morrow.

Last time I saw his face, he smiled;

Now my heart races, to see him in his grave.

I, who crave his hugs, was unaware

That it would be our last goodbye, I swear.

Months passed and I try to heal,

But certain pains are unrevealed.

When I visit his place, I sense his emptiness

But I put on a smile to fake happiness.

His favourite noodles do not taste the same,

But is it his absence to blame?

After all, people are meant to leave

But memories will always live.

Saniya Rai, 
XII Arts B
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SHE

SHE was sculpted from nothing to something,

But mankind asked HER, “Who is SHE becoming?”

SHE was imprisoned by mankind's contradictions;

And mankind's opinion set off to be HER addictions,

SHE dwelled upon mankind's impressions,

And SHE thought mankind was HER inspiration;

SHE grew up valuing mankind's expectations,

Little did SHE know that expectations were retaliations;

SHE matured in the absence of self-esteem,

Yet, today SHE is still chasing HER dreams

As SHE withdrew herself from mankind's judgement

All HER fright and fears were brought to an end;

And that was the day, SHE Found her

“AUTHENTIC SELF.”

RiwakaTangsong, 
XI Arts C
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UNSTOPPABLE

Talinungsang Imchen, 
XI Arts B

When I opened my eyes and descried the world,
Prima facie, nothing was unfurled.

I perceived it as a place,
Full of love and solace.

As days dawned and blue hours and night falls passed,
She revealed her true self and the evils amassed
And kenned the mockery and the filthy voices

Which razed my equilibrium and judged all my choices.

I'd lost all hope and thought my end is nigh;
But my Father's exhortation, in cited me to vie

And benumb all those voices in my head,
Before they behead me instead.

Then, His resounding voice fore told that I'm destined to be irresistible;
Despite my imperfections, I shall stand out to be unstoppable.
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Elegance of Nature

When the sun shone and sunflowers smiled

Where the breeze blew and birds flew, 

A little girl named Lucy was born.

Unto nature she was trusted,

And nature had been elated.

Thus, she promised, “I (nature) shall educate in fire and water,

With all my power.”

The turmoils that Lucy may encounter,

Nature shall be her comforter.

In the field of daisies, they danced;

Nature and Lucy did not know

That it would be their last chance.

The earth wept—laid fallow;

Nature was all alone.

Finally, she said, 

“The time has come for me to return to her stead.”

A sapling fell from the sky,

Washed away in the rivulet,

A tree was birthed from the sapling

And is now giving life to Earth.

Alternative English students, 
XII Arts B
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The Sophism of Marionette

Cleopatra S. A. Kongri, 

XII Arts A

I feel as though I'm always strung along

By people who pretend they know my song

Disguising their actual motives

To break through my inner defenses.

They portray themselves as though they are wounded

Knowing the quickest way to make me blind

Yet they always manage to sway my emotions

And stab me in the spine.

The pain they cause me, unpaid for

I laid on the ground, my body sore

It seems as though I always forget

I'm nothing more than a mere puppet.
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TRYING

Fanny Grossly Lyngkhoi, 
XII Science B

It's not easy,

But it's not hard.

The end might come

Or, is it just the beginning?

To push or to pull!

It's up to one's decision

Regret is a heavy burden,

One should avoid.

To overcome one must understand

That, there are some things worth trying

And some things worth giving up.
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WHEN IT COUNTS

Don't lie to yourself,

Don't tell yourself you're okay,

Keep those wrong thoughts at bay.

When it counts,

Put yourself first,

More than anything or anyone else, you are what you deserve.

To the lonely and empty souls,

Remember, you have your ambition, your dreams and goals.

When it counts,

Think of a break, or perhaps, a vacation,

Give yourself time to think, to ponder and question.

You are everything that you're worthy of and more,

When your mind lets you down,

Remember to count, don't frown,

Those moments when you got up and picked up your crown.

There are times when you'll want to give up;

Hold on.

When it counts,

You have yourself to be proud of.

Look around you and remind yourself, because,

You're the protagonist of your own tale,

A story to inspire others with, without fail.

When you'll make it,

You'll have yourself to thank, yourself to love,

You're your own blessing from up above.

When it counts,

Cheer up! Look at how far you've come.

Then breathe;

You have yourself to count on, learn from and keep.

Wandeipor Khongtir, 
XII Arts B
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I want to hold you, oh so close

For life is nothing but shallow without you

And in all honesty, let us sail

Somewhere far away in a ship of our own.

With the wind in our backs, the smell of the sea

And the stars guiding our paths, we'll sing merrily

I want to hold you, oh so close

For life is everything and more when I'm with you.

Let us find an island, make it our nation

You'll be the queen and I'll be the king

We'll hide a treasure to be found in the future

With precious stones engraved with our names.

And one day we'll grow old, sitting by the warm fire

Telling the young souls about our many adventures

I want to hold you, oh so close

And we'll be together even after time stops to move.

Zechariah Toi, 

XII Commerce B

LET US SAIL
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The Management

Br. A F Pinto, The Principal

Br. Agnelo Benjamin, The Vice Principal

Ms. Piyali Raha, Coordinator                                       Mr. Felix Kurbah,  Coordinator
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BOTTOM ROW (L-R):  
Ms. TRAYEE BHATTACHARJEE, Ms. DEVIKA SHARMA, 

Ms. SUNBON SYNREM, Mr. FELIX KURBAH, Br. AGNELO BENJAMIN, 
Br. ADOLPH PINTO, Ms. PIYALI RAHA, Ms. JUBILANT RYMBAI, 

Ms. DARISHA THANGKHIEW

TOP ROW (L-R):  
Mr. OSMOND RANEE, Mr. KANTILAL PAUL, 

Mr. WANPHERBOK KHARWANLANG

OFFICE STAFF
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ST1 ROW (L-R): 
Mr. FELIX KURBAH, Br. ADOLPH PINTO, Br. AGNELO BENJAMIN, 

Ms. PIYALI RAHA

ND
2 ROW (L-R):  

Mrs. CLARA MARPNA, Mrs. RIKYNTI TARIANG, 
Mrs. METILSIDOLIN SOHSHANG, Mrs. ALDORA SYIEMLIEH, 

Mrs. BINA PYRTHUH, Mrs. PRISSILA MYLLIEM, Mrs. BASHISHA PAKMA

RD
3 ROW (L-R):  

Mr. SUNIL YADAV, Mr. ARJUN SHARMA, Mr. DOMINIC LYNGDOH, 
Mr. BERNARD MARBANIANG, Mr. AJOSSTAR KHONGRYMMAI, 

Mr. JOHN F KHARMUTI, Mr. SANTOSH SINGH

ASSOCIATE STAFF
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TEACHING STAFF

ST
1  ROW (L-R): MS. CHARITY LYNGDOH, MS. ANGELA WARKHYLLEW, MS. DAIARISA 
NONGBET, MS. RACHEL ERASMUS LYNGDOH, BR. ANGELO BANJAMIN, BR. ADOLPH PINTO, 
MS. WANDA MARY LYNGDOH MAWPHLANG, MS. STEPHISHA KHARPOR, MS. SANGEETA ROY

ND2  ROW (L-R): MS. MIRACLE MAWTHOH, MS. SUPRIYA KURI, MS. POOJA KURI, MS. 
JOSEPHINE SYIEM, MS. PIYALI RAHA, MS. DLOMSIBON NONGRUM, MS. DELSI SYNGKON, MS. 
RASHMI PATIR, MS. JEMA NISHA DKHAR, DR. ZEBALDA RESTIA DKHAR 

RD3  ROW(L-R): MS. JANKI GURUNG, MS. CLAUDIA R MAWROH, MS. RITA DHAR, MS. 
FLORENCE BLAH, MS. IBANPDIANGLIN KHARWANLANG, MS. SHAMEEMMDKHAR, MS. 
IBANSARA WALARPIH, MS. IPSHIKA LAMA, MS. LALDUHAWMI, MS. SAKARU PYRBOT, MS. 
VENETIA CHRISTIE ROPMAY

TH4  ROW(L-R): SIR ANTHONY RAI, SIR DASHANSKHEM NONGKYNRIH, SIR FULBERT FELIX 
RYMBAI, SIR PRECIOUSWELL NONGSIEJ, SIR HAMAR BABIANG KHARKONGOR, SIR 
TIMOTHY SHANNON RYNJAH, DR. GOUTAM THANGJAM, SIR REAGYSON SURONG, SIR FELIX 
ELEAZER KURBAH
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SOCIAL JUSTICE 
CORE GROUP

BOTTOM ROW (L-R):  
NAOKI R MARAK, LARI LA AKOR NONGKSEH, ANKITA KAR, SANIYA RAI, 

WANDEIPOR KHONGTIR, AMANDALYNE L KURKALANG, CHRISTINE 
ALVA MARWEIN, LIKAU TSUHAH, JANE MARY PAKYNTIEN.

TOP ROW (L-R):  
BANTEINAM DKHAR, SAMUEL LAMIN, SANSHAPHRANG ROYWAN, 

REMLALLIANA, SOUVIK BHATTACHARJEE, JERRY JEFFREY K MARAK, 
Md. SHAHAN AHMED, DONDOR JAMES DUIA, DASHANPAK KHARMON, 

ARMAN SUCHIANG, BANTEI MARING.

TEACHERS: 
Ms. ANGELA WARKHYLLEW, Ms. SAKARU PYRBOT
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CLASS PHOTOGRAPHS

ST1  ROW (L-R): NATHANIA SHYLLA, MICHELLE ANGEL SOHTUN, JESSICA 
SHADAP, LISA GRACE SUCHIANG, RIBIANGHUN KHONGLAM, DAKIBAHUN 
KHARMYNTHON, DARISHISHA SUCHIANG, DAMAPHISHISHA WAR, AMELIA 
BRENDA LYNGDOH,LANUSENLA KICHU, LARIZAKARU O PAKMA, ANKITA DAS, 
MEAGAN MARISA PYNGROPE, TIARA JACINTH S MAWLONG

ND2  ROW (L-R): SAPHI MARY LYNGDOH, ROSA PHIRA KHYRIEM, AVELYNE 
FRANCISCA KHYRIEM, JOSEPHINE MARY WAHLANG, PHIBAWANSHUWA 
NONGKHLAW, LAVENDER MAY KHARKONGOR, PHIBADONDOR THABAH, 
WARI I IAKA SYIEM,RUTH THAPA, RIDAMEIAKA CHYNE, FIDALIS AIDAHUN 
RUMNONGKELLY YVETTE MANNER, DAKARUHI PASI

R D
3  ROW (L-R): RISHANDAME KHONGRIMMAI, GRACIOUS ANSWER 
KHYRIEMMUJAT, ADORBHA SWER, SAMEWANSHAN RYNJAH, RYNTIHLANG 
DYMPEP, RISHANLANG BYRSAT, JOSHUA NONGBSAP, KITBOKLANG DKHAR, 
WILLARD MANKHRAW KHARBITHAI, ISAAC LYNGDOH MAWLONG, DAIARKI 
THANGKIEW, WANSHWA DAME PS BASAN

TH
4 ROW(L-R): MANGPAKA WANKHAR, ASHER MARAK, GIDEON HYNNIEWTA, 
WANSHAN SHANGPLIANG, JOSHUA NONGBET, IAN RAYNER KHONGJEE, 
PRECIOUSLY BORN MALGNIANG, K LALMANGAIZUALA, FARHAN SYIEMIONG, 
MEWANKITBOK KHARBANI, JAYDEN JOHANAN MAWLONG

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. SANGEETA ROY
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. JEMA NISHA DKHAR

XI ARTS A
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XI ARTS B

ST
1  ROW (L-R):BANSAN ARTET TARIANG, THANGGINILIANA, ARMAN 
SUCHIANG, WEGARA CH MOMIN, RIMITRE LYNDOH, TALINUNGSANG ILHEN, 
VEDANGA DE, LYNDAN BLAH, ANDRIAN MARK SYNREM, MARK BRENTLEY A 
MARAK.

N D2  ROW (L-R):JUNIPERSON BYRSAT, BORAK K SANGMA, MARIO 
WANLAPSHWA NONGRUM, MATHAI BEIHROHNEI, MAKADUN NOEL KAMEI, 
CHESRANG MOMIN, ODAWANKI SUTGNA, HAMEBANSAN DIENGDOH,KEVIN 
PDE, RAYNAR MAWRIE, SUPERVENE DKHAR, AGAPE WEANGKU G MOMIN.

RD
3  ROW (L-R):THOMAS MASSAR, REMEMBERME NONGTDU, DAIAKMEN 
SWER, SONIA DEV, IRA D SHIRA, MAYFAIR HAOLAI, LINSE MARAK, GRACY 
HUJON, ANKITA KAR, FAIAN KHARBANI.

TH4  ROW (L-R): HAMEHI NONGRUM, IOOPHICA DONNA S KHARKONGOR, 
ALFIROSA G MAWTHOH, LARISUK NONGKHLAW, BANRIAKOR KHARWA, 
CHRISTINE NONGSPUNG, RIMEKA HYNIEWTA, WANSUK SUCHIANG, 
BARIHUNLANG KHARBYNGAR, ALNAME WANESSA A SANGMA, MAHEK 
AHMED, BANTEINAM DKHAR.

CLASS TEACHER:Ms. DELSI BAMEKER SYNGKON
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. WANDA MARY LYNGDOH MAWPHLANG

ABSENTEES:REUBEN NONGBET
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XI ARTS C

ST1  ROW (L-R): LARYNYLLA LYNGDOH, FIDALICIA KHARPHULI, LUJIANLIU 
R U A N G M E I ,  A I H U N  N O N G B E T,  J E S S Y  K H O L N E I H O I  K I P G E N , 
BAPHINDAKERNONGSIEJ, DIAMSELON RYMBUI, RIBADONDORKURBAH, 
AISABIANG KHARPURI, IBAKMENLANG SYIEM, FEDELIA S DKHAR, LARISA 
BALAWANSUK KHARBITHAI. 

ND2 ROW (L-R): RIWAKATANGSONG, C. PRECILLALHOUVUM, DAIAMONLANG 
KAHIT, EMMILIANA LYNGDOH, IBANNIEWKORSHISHA WANKHAR, MAYUTMI 
LUNGHARWOSHI, RUMA K C, AZELEA PYNGROPE, NAKISAKA DKHAR, 
WANDAJINGKMEN SYIEM, MEBAAISHISHA KHONGSIT. 

RD3  ROW (L-R): EMIKA M CHALLAM, DA-IBANBET MAWRIE, RUTHIZONUM FELI 
K SANGMA, SAPHI MANRI KHARMIETPEN, WANDAPHI KHARBAMON, 
MATHRIKA CHOUDHURY, SARALIN POHSNEM, DOROTHY NONGLANG, 
IBAMEAIHUN CHYNE, NEHARIKA PAUL, SHIVANI DKHAR. 

TH
4  ROW (L-R): DAMEHILAWANRYNTATHIANG, MANKHRAW SYIEM, DENZIL 
PYNSHAILANG JYRWA, JORDAN SANDOR PYNGROPE, PAHARA SINGH B 
WAHLANG, JANGGOULUN LHUNGDIM, WANKITBOK NONGBAK, DEVRAJ 
PURKAYASTHA CHYRMANG, VALENTINO KHARNONGRUM, SAINY SOHTUN. 

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. DAIARISA NONGBET
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. MIRACLE MAWTHOH
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ST
1  ROW(L-R): IARISA DOHTDONG, KIMNEIHTING GANGTE, DASANI EMIKA 
SUSNGI, PUJA ROY, DISHA BALMIKI, DEITIMAI MUKHIM, FIROZA KHATOON, 
ELIZA SOHSHANG, DAEMAIAPASSAH, IAMONLANG I PALA.

ND2  ROW(L-R): NATHANIEL D SYIEMLIEH,ELIOENAI LYNGDOH, AVINASH 
KUMAR RAY,ARICA RYNTATHIANG,BADAPLIN RUMNONG,RUNJAN SHARMA, 
HAZEL N KHARKONGOR,KAREENA RAI, BANROILANG MASSAR,BAKORLANG 
KHARIR, MAITSHAPHRANG RYNJAH, EDWARD LYNGDOH.

RD
3  ROW (L-R): BANRYNGKATLANG KHARRYNGKI, JONATHAN G DIENGDOH, 
SUNNY SARKAR, RUHAN PURKAYASHTHA, BIPUL DAS, MACKFIELD GYMPAD, 
RYAN S KHARKONGOR, MD AMMAN AKRAM, AMIT KUMAR RAY, NEERAJ C 
RANABHAT, ABHICHEK SANGMA,  WANDAME PALLE.

T H4  ROW(L-R):ANDY W KHARSATI,JOSHUA NONGRUM, ELEAZER 
LYTEP,ADARSH SINGH,DACHANLANG MAWRIE,LEMUEL J WAHLANG,DHRUV 
SHARMA,CHRISTOVER MARAK,EBENEZER M DIENGDOH,APBANTEI 
MARBANIANG, GOODNESS SYNDAI,CAMILUS LAPANG.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. RITA DHAR
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. POOJA KURI

XI COMMERCE A
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XI COMMERCE B

ST
1 ROW (L-R):BANRI MEKI DOPRI SNIGDHA DAS, EHUNMIKA LYNGDOH, 
JOPLIN MULIEH, ANUJA DUTTA, JOCHEBED MASSAR, LINSICKA N SANGMA, 
NANGKAMCHI M SANGMA, NATALIE C.K WARJRI, AROLD K MALNGIANG.

ND2 ROW (L-R): MARVIN S KHARBHIH, IAME D BUHPHANG, DARIPHICA WANN, 
ROHINI PAUL, BHUMIKA TAMANG, IBANNIEWKOR D MARWEIN, MEBARISHA 
SUTING, REENA CHAKMA, GEORGE D NONGTDU, HAMEDABIANG LAMARE.

RD3 ROW (L-R): TRULETH N ARENGH, LAMPHRANG M DKHAR, ABHIJEET 
K U M A R  R A I ,  B A M A R B I A N G  K U R B A H ,  M E B A N S H A N  A L A M A R , 
MEWANBANKER UMDOR, SUJAL CHETTRI, BOJEN KOMI, NISHU KURI, BRAIN G 
LANGSTANG, TORUN BASUMATARY, RAJDEEP MISHRA, REMLALLIANA.

TH4 ROW (L-R): NITESH KUMAR RAI, AMAN KUMAR RAI, ANMOL JOSHI 
BANJADE, CHUANRIK R MARAK, NOEL JORDAN J KHARIR, SAURAV 
PAUL,MEBANSHAN DIENGNGAN, ARDON KHARDUID, BIKI PAUL, RAHUL 
KUMAR RAI, MANDIDIAM I CHYRMANG, ASHISH CHAKMA.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. SUPRIYA KURI
SUBJECT TEACHER: Sir FULBERT FELIX RYMBAI
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XI SCIENCE A

ST1 ROW (L-R): PHIBANSHARAI KHARUMNUID, SENOVIA DOHLING, PAHARA 
LONGIING KHARMYNDAI, BARI AKOR KHARBAMON, IBAMEAISHISHA M 
SUTNGA, ENGRACIA BADAPBIANG MAWROH, ANISHA CHAR, RUFEDALYNE 
LALOO, CLARITY KURKALANG, TANUSHREE PAUL, RIAKOR KHARSOHTUN, 
GERINA BOON KHRIAM, KINIMANSAKA N PASSAH

ND2 ROW (L-R):PHIDAHUN LYNGDOH, LIZANIA KHARMUJAI, FELICIA DKHAR, 
GRATIFY LAMARE, UMJERKSIAR MARBANIANG, HAKAPYNBIANG PYNGROPE, 
SUMARDEIMONMI BIAM, VALENCY BAMON, LAFFI KELCIE, SUCHIANG, 
INISANWAKA SHULET, DOANSA CH MARAK, LAIHUN DKHAR

RD
3 ROW (L-R):PAITLANGMIKI DKHAR, MEBAN ROY L NONGRANG, THUKRAN 
RAMSHANG, DAN BENJAMIN MAWLONG, DA I PHI KYNTI, KHARKONGOR, 
SHONMAYO RAINAM, FELICIA SUJA, DIEZENUO LIVI, AMASA WATRE MOMIN, 
KAMWADATHRANG RABON, JEFFREY JONES KHARBANI, MEBANKIT 
NONGKYNRIH, BIBEK SANASAM, AZELIA ASHBEL LYNGDOH MAWPHLANG, 
BANRIDAHUN KHARKONGOR, RINALIS KHARKONGOR, MANDY DKHAR

TH4 ROW (L-R):DA E WANMI SUTING, DARYL POHTAM, KHAPANG DEBBARMA, 
ZURIEL LUMLAMG BASAIAWMOIT, RIKUNE LYNGDOH, JESSE NAMPHRANG 
LYNGWA, ANAM POHKTAI, BANSAHNAM P BYRSAT, MEBANPYNSHAILANG 
NONGDHAR, NATHANIEL PAKYNTEIN, BANKHRAWNAM L S LYNGDOH.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. STEPHISHA KHARPOR
SUBJECT TEACHER: Sir TIMOTHY S. RYNJAH 

ABSENTEES: BATRITI LYNGDOH MAIRANG, DANIELLA BLAH
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XI SCIENCE B

ST1  ROW(L-R):CARISSA EVELYNE SWER,HUNDAKA LEOZA HINGE, DENGMARBAKOR 
LYNGDOH, ANAIAH PIANEZA RANGSA MARAK, RUHELLA JALA, JUNI PHAWA, 
MEBALAAI CHYNE, ANKITA MALLIK, BETHIA JESICA HYNNIEWTA, WANPYNTNGEN 
MAWRIE, ANAMIKA SAIKIA.

ND
2  ROW(L-R):IDAWANBIANG RAPTHAP, AIRIHUN RYNTATHIANG, HAPHISHISHA 
SANGRIANG, DAIARISA MARBANIANG, BARIKMENHUN NONGRANG, RACHELLE 
JALA, BIDABLE WAR, PHILONIKA PALA, STEFICA MARBANIANG, DAKARISA 
MYLLIEMPDAH, ADELFIA LASIENBUROM WARBAH.

RD
3  ROW(L-R):NATHANIEL MARBANIANG, DIVINIA FAUSTINA WAHLANG, KALYANI 
KUMARI, NITORIME M MARAK, DARPANA SIKDAR, SANIA HAJONG, STEFFI NIZA W 
SNAITANG, IBARISHA WANNIANG, EUFYNIA KHARKONGOR, DEZEREE CLAIRE 
WANNIANG, GARDENIA LISA SHYLLA, HENRY MAX MILAN RYMBAI.

TH4  ROW(L-R):KENNY GEOFFREY LYNGDOH MAWLONG, BANSIEWDOR SUTING 
MYNSONG, MEBANSHAN KHARKONGOR, DAPBORLANG MAWLONG, CHEAN 
MIKKIM G MOMIN, WANPHRANGBHA BASAIAWMOIT, WINIFRED IAWPHNIAW, 
DAMIAN HAMEDABIANG PAJAT, PYNKHRAW KUPAR NONGSIANG, LONGSHLUR 
SURONG, NANGSHANBOR MALNGIANG.

T H5  ROW(L-R):DAMANDAP JYRWA, DARREN IAISHANLANG WANNIANG, 
PYNWANBHA LAMIN, UIMEI RAGUI, IFTIKAR MUSHRAFI, WANBE SONGSIEK 
KOIRENG, MEBAN MANBHA IANGRAI, DASIEN HI K SHULLAI, HUNBAIT I PALE, CHAN 
PHI OO SWER, HAMEPAIA POHSHNA, ALLAN VAICHEI.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. LALDUHAWMI
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. CLAUDIA ROXANNA MAWROH

ABSENTEES: OSBERT ROUBIL KHARSAHNOH, WHIZZ KID SON KHARBANI
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XI SCIENCE C

s t
1  ROW (L-R): NAPHISABET DIENGDOH, RIMAYOPHI SUCHIANG, JENIFER 
LALENGMAWI, TABITHA NENGVANGNEI KIPGEN, BALAPYNSANLANG PALEI, 
JAKRIMCHI.G. SANGMA, ELLEREEN BADAPDOR DOHLING, DIOREEN MERRY 
KHARUMNUID, RUHEE THESIA.N. SANGMA, VERACIOUS KHARUMNUID, 
SAPHIWANJOP PHAR.

ND
2  ROW(L-R): ADELPHERENE KHARKONGOR, IARIKMEN KURKALANG, NEEZA 
DONNA NONGKHLAW,  LANGSNEWBHA NONGKSEH,  AMANDA BAKOR 
KHARKONGOR, DEIGRATIA LALOO, BAKE NAMDEK, NAZAREEN RAPSANG, DAEPHI 
BAREH, IAIRIBHA MAWTHOH, REMITAZ BEGUM LASKAR, MERIKA PHAWA, UZMA 
AHMED.

RD3  ROW(L-R): BESTERFIELD.D. NONGSPUNG, LAPYNHUNLANG WARBAH, SMRITI 
CHETTRI, CLARET MARBOH, BARLINA BORAH, THEHSEI DA BABHA CHYNE, VALARIE 
ROLUAHSANGI RUMNONG, NEHA SINGH YADAV, DAMIKA NONGPHOD, VEIZIINE 
LADUMAI, TEISKHEMLANG MASSAR, DEFENDER KHONGTIR.

TH4  ROW(L-R): BALAMJINGSHAI LYNGKHOI, PYNIARBHA LAMARE, STENDTONE.K. 
SANGMA, SUNIDONHI WAR SUMER, GUIDINGSTAR REWAND, MEWANJANAI 
NONGPLUH, RIODAMETRE PDANG, NEIL BRANDON MALNGIANG, IMONME 
L A PA S A M ,  K E E F E  Z A B D I A L  N O N G K Y N R I H ,  P U R N A D H A R  R A B H A , 
BANIENGSKHEMLANG PYNGROPE.

TH
5  ROW (L-R): PAILADONLAD SHABONG, ATENE MARNGAR, SENSTART.R. 
SANGMA, AIBANRIHOK ERICSON WAHLANG, PETER GILBERT SUMER, ARKISON 
KHONGLAH, LANGSONDING KHUPTONG, CESSARIUS MC. DONALD RYNDONG, 
WANJOP LYNGDOH, AIHYIMLANG BORTIEW.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. RASHMI PATIR
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. JANKI GURUNG

ABSENTEES: RIBHAKA SHYLLA.
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XI SCIENCE D

S T1  ROW (L-R):BARIKOR LYNGDOH, SANDANIBHA PYNGROPE, RIBUROM 
STEN,VIRGINI PALE, WANPHALANGTI J KHONGLAH, WANISAN DKHAR, LARITY 
KHARMAWSHUN, PHIBAKORDOR L NONGRUM, CHEIKAM IKA MAKDOH, 
PHIDARISHA KHONGSDIR, EDASHISHA NONGTDU

ND2  ROW (L-R):DAPHILABET SYIEMLIEH, DIKEMUH I MANNER, PHIDAHUN K 
SAWIAN, AKRITI SHARMA, PHIBANBET KHARSYNTIEW, IUDARIS LALOOH, 
CHRISTINE ALVA MARWEIN, EMISAKA K TALANG, LAKYNTIEW LYNGOH, RISA MC 
ALEESE PAHSYNTIEW

R D3  R O W  ( L - R ) : J Y O T I M O I  B O R A H ,  FA I R N E S S TA R  D  B I A M ,  D I C K Y 
NONGPLUH,HABAMUT LYNGDOH KYNSHI, DARLENE F KHARUMNUID, SNEHA 
SUDHA BEHERA, BADAHUNSHISHA PASWETT, SUMARAKOR K WARKHYLLEW, 
HIAMBOKLANG N SOHLIYA, JASON BADAPKUPAR MARBANIANG, FRANKIE UMDOR, 
BANKITBOK DHAR

TH4  ROW (L-R):BUNGTHOI THOIDINGJAM, LALU G SANGMA, ANIKET CHETTRI, 
D E I B O R M I  M A N A R ,  B A N K H R AW K U PA R  T R O N ,  P F O TO K H O  A D A H E , 
MEBANSHANLANG L NONGBRI, RICHANTRE PASSAH, DUNSTAN GYMPAD, BIJOY 
KARMAKAR, ANKIT KUMAR RAY, CLEVER JOHN

TH
5  ROW(L-R):KELHOUSANYU, IASIAH R MARAK, DERYCK JUNES KHARBANI, ROHIT 
DAS, MANGTHENSANG, ALFRED H CHADEI, LAMANG,INSANHAME V LYNGDOH, 
EDDY LYNGWA, MD. SHAHAN AHMED, KUNAL GHOSH

CLASS TEACHER: Sir REAGYSON SURONG
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. DLOMSIBON NONGRUM

ABSENTEES: HAWAMANBHA PYRNGAP
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XII ARTS A

1STROW (L-R): CLEOPATRA SAIARISA AISUK KONGRI, AIMESHA ALVA MYLLIEM 
UMLONG,  DELICIA JALA KHARBHIH,  ANGELLA KAZEL KHARMUJAI , 
WANSUKSHISHA NONGSPUNG, TAGE ANKA, LIZA QUEEN WANKHAR, IBAKORDOR 
KHONGSIT.

2ND ROW (L-R): MEDARISHISHA KHARNAIOR, IBAPALEISHISHA KHARKHARKAMNI, 
SONDEEPA KOCH, FINORA WANKHAR, RISKHEMLANG KHARBITHAI, MEAGAN 
AKINALI SUTING, DAWANPYNKMEN LYNGKHOI, PHIDEI BANYLLA KHONGWIR, 
HANNAHBEL MARPHY NONGKYNRIH, VANESSA PDE, EMIDA STEFFI KURBAH.

3RD ROW (L-R): MANSANBHA KHONGSNGI, EBORHAME SHANGPLIANG, EUGINIA 
LALOO, NOVELLINE RAPTHAP, HAVAKMEN RIPNAR MARBANIANG, NAPHIBANBET 
LYNGDOH, EVEYANA ASHLEE LYNGDOH, INSANHAME NADINE RYNTHATHIANG, 
IBAPASIANG DAIOKA PDE, DARIMIKI PALE, BUDSALANMIKI LYNGDOH, ADDAN 
STONE WARJRI.

4TH ROW (L-R): THONGVANGLEN HANGSING, RITURAJ PAUL, DAWANLUMLANG 
KHYRIEM, MARTIN KHARPUH, JOSEPH SIAMLALVEN KHUPTONG, DYLAN BEATTY 
TARIANG, RAHUL KUMAR RAY, ADAM SEBASTIAN LYNGDOH, DAWANSAN RANGAD, 
HIS MIGHTY CARE KHARMAWPHLANG, BRYAN CASPER LYNGDOH, RIMEIAKI 
MAWROH, ADONIA ENOK MOMIN.

5TH ROW (L-R): JAYDEN ALFRED RYNJAH, ETHAN DANIEL THABAH, SIMEON ARON 
KHARUMNUID, NEIL ARMSTRONG NONGBASP, TITUS JOHN DKHAR, RASHOK 
FRANCIS SHINGNAISUI, BANMANKHRAW LYNGDOH, WANDIYAM MANNERS, 
LALHRUAIZELA HAUHNAR, BORME JORDAN WARJRI, HEAVENSTAR SON SUTNGA.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. VENETIA CHRISTIE ROPMAY
SUBJECT TEACHERS: Sir PRECIOUSWELL NONSIEJ, Ms. SAKARU PYRBOT

ABSENTEES: DAIAHUNLANG LALOO, BANIENGSKHEM
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XII ARTS B

ST1  ROW (L-R): AMELIA AVANCHI CH.MOMIN, ISAMANDA PARIAT,RIMIKA 
LAMIN,DIAMANSA LYWAIT,GIFTY LILY H. RYMBUI,NOAKI. R. MARAK, WADARIMI D. 
T. LONA,NATANIA K. LYNGDOH,ONIPHIBA NONGBSAP,WANRISHISHAMAWRIE

ND2  ROW (L-R): JOSHUA DANIEL DKHAR,LAHUNLANG KHARMUJAI,RIBHAIAKA 
MARY PAKMA,NENGNUNHOI CHONGLOI,BERTHA WAR NONGKHLAW,AMELIE S. 
DECRUSE,PRIYANSHI DHAR,SANIYA RAI,MELITA SOHKHLET,CHRISTINE A. 
NONGRUM,HEIYOOBITMI PALE,AME U. TOSHAN LYNGDOH NONGBSAP

RD3  ROW (L-R):GARRY JYRWA,IA-I-DAKER KHYRIEM, DELICIA LYNGDOH, GARDYLIA 
GRACIA SAHKHAR,NORIMBE R. SANGMA,WANDEIPOR KHONGTIR, NILISA 
TARIANG,JECENSIA TANGSANG,PRIYA DEY,NANGTEI MICHAEL KHARJANA

TH4  ROW (L-R):DERRIC JOSH KHARSHIING,BERNARD UMSONG,MEWANSHWA 
NONGBRI ,BANIAIKITLANG KHARJANA ,KANDUAKLUNG MG ,PHERDOR 
KHARDEWSAW,ANKIT THAPA,CHANTREMII KERMIDAOO LAMARE,SOUVIK 
BHATTACHARJEE,NINGCHUNLUNG MG,ARKIDONLANG NONGKSEH.

T H
5  ROW (L-R): BENHUR N. MUIVAH ,CONSENT MITRE PALE ,REUBEN M. 
HADEM,MEKHAM K. KHONGLAH,TOSANREMDOR A. KHYLLEP,KYRSHANBOR 
D K H A R , Z E P H E R I A L  A .  LY N G D O H , M .  D I P U  S I N G H A , N AT H A N I A L 
LYNGDOH,ELSHENDER B. PHANWAR,KYNSAI KUPAR MANNERS

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. ANGELA WARKHYLLEW 
SUBJECT TEACHER: Dr. ZEBALDA RESTIA DKHAR 

ABSENTEES: JUDY IBADAHUN MAWTHOH, NATALIE N. K. MARBANIANG, 
MERISAHUNLANG LYNGDOH, BENJAMIN DOUNGEL, BARNELSON THAWMUIT
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XII COMMERCE A

ST
1  ROW (L-R): STEPHANY PALA, RISAWA MAROH, ELZA CATHERINE RYMBAI, 
GRACEFULNESS PALA, WANHEIHOK BAREH, BAIAHUN MAWLIEH, A.S MARIAH, 
ALBA PDAHKASIEJ, MICHELLE MAJAW, PHIBANSEISOH NONGBET.

ND2  ROW (L-R): ILARIHUN SHANGPLIANG, PAMMI SEN PURKAYASTHA, SHRADDHA 
DUTTA, NIKITA PAUL, HAMMARISA ALANE BADWAR, EUGENIA RAPSANG, 
RAJKUMARI CHAKMA, LINDA LYNDEM.

RD3  ROW (L-R): FELIX JORDON PARIONG, JOSEPH DAMANG KHONGLAH, ELZAPHAN 
BAKHAMKUPAR SIANGSHAI, DARICK E KHARSHANDI, YASHASHVI RAJ DAS, 
ALEXANDER G RAPLANG, SANBHA JOEL KHARSHIING, NIKI DONAL SUTING, RIKI 
DAME RYMBAI, MANBHALANG THANGKHIEW,ENRICHSON LYNDOH MAWPHLANG.

CLASS TEACHER: Sir ANTHONY RAI
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. JOSEPHINE SYIEM

ABSENTEES: HERBERT N NONGKYNRIH, MOLINGSTAR RYNJAH, ARYAN DEV
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XII COMMERCE B

ST
1 ROW (L-R):SAVIO DAVID SAWKMIE, EMERENE KHARPRAN, LETME MERRY 
SYNJOIN, MANDALENE LYNGDOH MAWNAI, ASHEVEINE IBANYLLA MYRTHONG, 
AIBAHUNLANG WAR DKHAR, SANDRA KHARLIN, VEZHILU NIENU, WANSAPHI HABA 
LATING, KOLISIA DKHAR, NG ROSHNI, CASANDRIA DIENGDOH, ANDREW RAJEE. 

ND2 ROW (L-R):KYRSHANBOKLANG SYIEMLIEH, DAVID DEV DAIMARI, WALLAMBOK 
PYNGROPE, VITRUVIUS IVAN WANPHER RYNTATHIANG, IAHSHWAMIKI KHONGJI, 
KYLE NASHWUA DYLAN SYNGAI, PRITAM DAS, JEREMEE CHIRU, RICCARDO 
ZABDIEL LYNGDOH, ZACHARIAH TOI, TOSANHAME L POHSHNA, LAWANSHWA 
MAWLIEH.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. RACHEL ERASMUS LYNGDOH
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. PIYALI RAHA

ABSENTEES: DAPHIHUNLANG KURBAH, EDWARD GARLAND WANNIANG, JOE 
ROTHANGPUIA AMO, T. THANGMUANLAL, NATHANIEL. O. JYRWA. 
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XII SCIENCE A

ST
1 ROW (L-R): RIBAKOR SHISHA THABAH, SAJERLANG IKA HINGE, IVANESEVIC 
TONGPER, PHIDAKER MAWBLEI, JANEMARY PAKYNTIEN, EDAKI CHYRMANG, 
ERANICLE KHONGLAH, ELIZABETH KHARPRAN

ND
2 ROW (L-R):EBISIUS MAWRIE, SAMUEL LAMIN, HUN I DHAR POHTHMI, ELSIBIANA 
M MARAK, ROSIYNA MIANCHI R MARAK, SHIMTILANG RYNTATHIANG, IAIRIDAHUN 
JANA, ILARISHISHA LAPASAM, IBANYLLA KHARBITHAI, KENNY JOHN SYIEMLIEH, 
JULIUS S MASSAR

R D3 ROW (L-R):EMMANUEL JYRWA, TYNGSHAIN THONGNI, RIDASHISHA 
RYNTATHIANG, KONGKA GAROD, SHRUTI BASTOLA, FLORENCE BAREH, MARY 
LALHRUAIZELI, QAYNAAT JAHAN, NAMCHONG K D SANGMA, WIMBELDON D SHIRA

TH4 ROW (L-R): JERRYBELL D SHIRA, DI-I-MON U MANNER, ABRAHAM LALREMRUATA 
FANAI, PYNCHLANG MI-I CHYRMANG, NATHANIEL V SUSNGI, CHINTU SINGH, 
SACHEN M SANGMA, LUMLANG WINSTON KHARMUJAI, RICKNI POHLONG, 
RIMANSAN HA O NAJIAR

CLASS TEACHER: Dr. GOUTAM THANGJAM
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. FLORENCE C BLAH

ABSENTEES: RYAN J KHARBUKI THABAH, MENIKA TYNGKAN
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XII SCIENCE B

ST
1  ROW (L-R):NAFIZZA CAREENIA IAWIM, NATALIZIA DESIREE KONGWANG, 
AISADORA SUN, LAVINIA KHONGTHOHREM, MRS SHAMEEM DKHAR, SIR FELIX 
KURBAH, EVARICCA WARJRI, WANDAPHI BANRI LYNGDOH NONGBRI, MEBARIKA 
WAHLANG, NABASHISHA NONGSHLI.

ND
2  ROW (L-R): BAWANBIANGPOR KHARMUTI, LIKA-U TSUHAH, KAMNI EMIKA 
RUPSI, EMILISA KHARKONGOR, DEEPALI KUMARI, FANNY GROSSLY LYNGKHOI, 
IBAKORDOR WARJRI, LARI LA AKOR NONGKSEH, APHISHABASUK MAWTHOH, 
NANGSAN JORDAN MARBANIANG.

RD3  ROW (L-R): WANPYNSUKLANG S KHARSYNTIEW, KARISHMA SINGH BHORALI, 
SAFETY MARY HINGE, BEFULLCIA LYNGDOH, VANYA RYNJAH, NIANG SAN NUAM, 
MAGPIE T MURRY, AMANDALYNE L KURKALANG,RIMESHA M MARAK, WADKIDAMEI 
PAPANG.

TH
4  ROW (L-R): SANSHAPHRANG ROYWAN, NGURSANGPUIA SAILO, DEIBANWANJOP 
D MYRTHONG, MECHWAKI M LAMIN, MEBAKYNSAI LAMARE, TEIBUROMMIKI 
LYNGDOH, MD WALID KHAN, DASHAN PAKA KHARMON,DONDOR JAMES DUIA, 
LUCKY KHARPHANBUH, ANDREW EVANJELIUS LYNGDOH MAWNAI, ECHWAMINAKI 
KHARBANGAR.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. SHAMEEM DKHAR
SUBJECT TEACHER: Sir FELIX KURBAH
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XII SCIENCE C

ST1  ROW (L-R): ZERRA GENE KORDOR WARBAH, ROSHNI KACHARI, PHIBASHISHA 
RYNTATHIANG, BASHISHA KSHIAR, LANAPHIKA PHAWA, STELLA AVERIL HINGE, 
PHIBANPYNKMEN NONGBET, PHINDA ARTI KURBAH

ND
2  ROW(L-R): SAMMAIA NARTIANG, IBANNIEWKOR NONGREM, EMILY GRAZEL 
JYRWA, WADAPHI MAWSHAI, K LALTHANSANGI, IBALAPYNHUN JYRWA, BAPHIRA 
PASLEIN,  KOORDAM NGUYUM MOYON,  PDIANGHUN Z KHARBITHAI, 
DAIAHUNLANG SOHTUN, INAIYAT CHANU, LAPYNBIANG MYRTHONG

RD3  ROW(L-R): SANNAME MYRTHONG, DONBOK NONGBAK, MAITSHAPHRANG 
JYRWA, NONGSYNSHAR KHONGSDAM, WANJOPLANG V K LYNGDOH, ELEAZER 
HYFRYDOL SWER, JERRY JEFFERSON K MARAK, GIVEN HUBERT KHARBUDON, 
HONEST STAR SUCHIANG, KYRKHUMIKI SHYLLA

TH4  ROW(L-R): JEFFERSON WAHLANG, SANA-O LYNGDOH, WILLIE ARAMBAL G. 
MOMIN, SALGINIGAM MARAK, BANTEI MARING, ASRAFUL ISLAM RANA, NGAHORYI 
KAZINGMEI, NARDINO SANGMA, CHRISTIAN RAPLANG, CHAPHRANG LAW

CLASS TEACHER: Sir HAMAR BABIANG KHARKONGOR
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. IBANPDIANGLIN KHARWANLANG,

 Sir DASHANSKHEM NONGKYNRIH 
ABSENTEES: KMENLANG RYMBAI
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ST 
1 ROW(L-R): ANAMIKA NATH, IBAPYNTNGEN PYNGROPE, SHANIA KYLLIEP DKHAR, 
IAPHISHISHA NENGNONG, VANYZA LYNGSHIANG, GLORIA HEPBURN WAHLANG, 
CHOKCHIMBA R MARAK, ARPITA KOCH. 

ND2  ROW (L-R): DAIAHUNLANG MAWBLEI, DELLA HUNLANG SAIBORNE, NATALIE G 
WARJRI, ARAKHMASANCHI D SANGMA, THEJAVINUO KEPFOH, PYNJANAI 
PACHIANG, RIYA PRASAD, NISHA KHARUMNUID, RIKYNTI MUKHIM, IAHUNLANG 
KHARMYNTHON.

RD3  ROW (L-R): NAVIN KUMAR, T HENRY TONGLIENTHANG, THONGMINHAO 
KHONGSAI, SONU KUMAR, BANSHANSKHEM PASSAH, MEBANPYNTNGEN KSHIAR, 
CHARITY RYMBAI, AIBANPYNSKHEM LYNGDOH MAWLONG, WANKMENLANG 
MYLLIEMNGAP. � �

TH
4  ROW (L-R): EDWARD JALA, DATHMUBHA CHADONG, BRYAN P WAHLANG, SUROJ 
CHETTRI, HERSCHELL IVER MAJAW, YASH AGARWAL, CARL BRENNAN 
MARBANIANG, RISHI BISWA, HAMILSON LANGSTIEH, MINGGAMAT CH MOMIN, 
ALBASH A SANGMA.

CLASS TEACHER: Ms. IPSHIKHA LAMA
SUBJECT TEACHER: Ms. CHARITY LYNGDOH, Ms. IBANSARA WARLAHPIH

ABSENTEES: KEKFULSTAR SYAD.

XII SCIENCE D
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PROSE SECTION

 In the year 2020, Emmanuelle Charpentier, a French professor and researcher in 
microbiology, genetics and biochemistry along with Jennifer Doudna, an American 
biochemist were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for their outstanding discovery 
in CRISPR-cas9 – a method to edit DNA (genome editing), while studying 
Streptococcus pyogenes (a type of bacteria). 
 Out of 972 recipients of the Nobel Prize, only 58 women have been awarded the 
Nobel Prize and Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna are the first two women 
to share a Science Nobel Prize. 
CRISPR stands for-
 Clustered Regularly Inter-spaced Short Palindromic Repeats. CRISPR are 
specialized stretches of DNA and the protein Cas9 (where Casstands for CRISPR -
associated proteins.) is an enzyme that acts like a pair of molecular scissors capable of 
cutting strands of DNA. 
 CRISPR-cas9 system was so called because cas proteins are used by bacteria to 
destroy viral DNA and add bits of that viral DNA to their own genome to guide the cas 
proteins. The odd patterns of these bits of DNA are what gave CRISPR its name. It has 
the potential to modify the genes of almost any organism. 
 Its role was first discovered in microbial immune mechanism in Escherichiacoli 
and it can be transformed into a tool (like scissors) that can simply and cheaply edit 
genomes with high accuracy or precision. 
 Charpentier and Doudna proved that the CRISPR-cas9 can cut specific sequences 
of genes of a DNA and, DNA having the property to repair itself, will compensate for the 
missing sequence by ligating it with new sequences and the targeted genes will either be 
inactivated or will express themselves differently. Thus, different proteins will be 
formed which will give the desired result. This makes it easier to rewrite the code of life. 
This programmable gene-editing system has paved the way for numerous applications 
in basic science, medicine and agriculture. It has been successfully used by researchers 
worldwide to edit DNA sequences of plants, animals and laboratory cell lines. This 
technology has the potential to transform the world of medicine, enabling us to not only 
treat but to also prevent many diseases as well. It can also be used for fingerprinting cells 
and logging what happens inside them to directing evolution and creating gene drives. 
CRISPR-cas9 may also be used to treat inherited diseases such as B- Thalassemia or 

CRISPR-cas9 TECHNOLOGY:
 A REVOLUTIONARY DISCOVERY.

Carissa Evelyne Swer, XI Science B
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sickle cell disease. It also has the possibility to reduce or eliminate the outbreak of 
Corona virus. 
 In the agricultural field, CRISPR-cas9 has been greatly used for trait 
improvement- such as quality, disease resistance, herbicide tolerance as in cereals like 
maize and rice. 
 This newfound discovery has a large-scale dynamic impact and CRISPR has 
opened doors for further discoveries. What will CRISPR hold for the coming age? Of 
that, we may not know the answer yet. But it most assuredly is promising. 



 The science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke said, “Two possibilities exist— 
Either we are alone in the Universe or we are not. Both are equally terrifying!”

This is a notion commonly debated over for many decades now and ever since modern 
technology has been rapidly advancing and the upsurge of 'The Internet', everyone has 
their own apparent opinion and theses on the subject. Any new news about this topic, it 
circulates faster now, for discussions and debates, and with the development of cutting-
edge editing softwares, we can't discern the real from the counterfeit. 

 It's a fascinating thing to think about though, imagining a Universe or 'Universes' 
other than ours existing and whether we really are alone or not. I choose to believe in 
the latter, not necessarily in the fictional concept of aliens with green skin and black 
bulging eyes or apocalyptic invasions and UFOs, but just the thought of other lives who 
live and exist as we do, only separated by a universe of stars is an exciting and thrilling 
idea to ponder upon. I mean if there really is other life other than here on Earth, we'd be 
'aliens' to them too. This long-debated affair has become only a root for endless 
confusion and even chaos between certain groups of people. They take this thing too 
seriously that they are blinded by their beliefs either for or against the field of reference. 
But personally, I'm intrigued and riveted with this fantasy and I hold on to this fiction 
and believe in extraordinary things because that's what life's really about. We are 
ephemeral creatures so why not let in to some fantasy because we only are here for a 
limited time, to have something to believe in, no matter how bizarre or even childish it 
may be, is what we're here for, at least that's what I think. To see the world through that 
lens and explore our minds and ourselves to astronomical fantasia.

INTO THE UNKNOWN
Dashanpaka Kharmon,

 XII Science B
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Misfortune is followed by fortune. So we must not lose hope when misfortune comes 
to us. Happiness and sorrow, destruction and creation, joy and pain, death and birth go 
by a kind of cyclical order. Change is the very nature of the universe. So, misfortune 
also must go away at some point. Moreover, every misfortune has the seeds of a good 
fortune in it. During winter plants die, death of the old plants makes it possible for the 
birth of the new plants in spring. When a particular social system decays, a fresh social 
order takes its place. In life too, misfortune teaches us how we should face challenges. 
So they make us stronger by giving us the ability to fight and endure just as hard labour 
makes a man only healthier. We must not think that misfortune is in all respects 
undesirable. It is in fact desirable at times as it brings out the best in a man. Dangers 
make it necessary for man to exercise his physical and mental powers to overcome 
them. If there were no dangers, no man would have been brave enough. 

'If winter comes, 
can spring be far behind'?
EmilisaKharkongor, XII Science B
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 This can't be happening” was what Joseph thought while his girlfriend or should I 
say ex-girlfriend broke up with him after he found out that she was having another 
relationship with another boy while dating Joseph.  But let's start from the beginning, 
shall we? Joseph, a 19-year-old college boy who was highly popular in his previous 
school had gotten admission into one of the best colleges in the country. He had a bright 
future ahead of him as long as he worked hard on his studies. One day Joseph after 
having a great day with his girlfriend was extremely tired and upon reaching his bed, he 
fell asleep. The next day he wakes up to a cloudless sky and thought that if the first thing 
he saw was a cloudless blue-sky hit would be a good day for him. Little did he know 
everything besides the weather would be good that day. As he prepared to get ready to go 
to college, his roommate asked him what he should do today to look attractive or 'hot' to 
other girls. Joseph said that he should first wear something that would look attractive. 
He then said to fix his hair in a cool hairstyle and wear a different perfume. After all that, 
Joseph and his roommate started out for their college. On the way many girls were 
looking and commenting at them and how good they look. However, on a crossing 
although the sign was red his roommate decided to run ahead without stopping and had 
just barely run a few meters before a car collided with him and he died on the spot. 
Joseph was so shocked that he couldn't move and another car which skipped sidewalk 
crashed into him. Joseph woke up covered in sweat. He then realized it was a dream and 
was not real. But when his roommate asked him the same question, he asked in his 
dream in the exact manner he was surprised. He responded with the same words and his 
roommate wore the exact same clothes as in the dream. Upon leaving his house, Joseph 
remembered about the accident and told his roommate to go along a different path to 
school. 

WAS IT JUST A 
DREAM OR A VISION?

Iahshwamiki Khongji, XII Commerce B
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 But even then, somehow another car killed his roommate and Joseph and again 
th

Joseph woke up from sleep. This continued to happen for several times and on the 8  
time he got the following information: He would always wake up at 6:15 in the morning 
and would always die at 9:03 no matter what he did. He also couldn't kill himself even if 

th
he hanged himself as the rope would also break. On the 11  time he found out that his 

th
mother had cancer and had only two years at best to live. On the 14  time he found out 
that his girlfriend was cheating on him with his best friend and when he confronted her 

th
about it, she broke up with him on the spot. On the 18  time he gave up. As he was 
walking to the same crossing, he saw a woman's shop getting robbed by a man with a 
pistol. This had been continuously happening the past 17 times and he didn't help the 
woman the previous times was because he was scared if he got shot. But now since he 
didn't care if he died or lived anymore, he decided to help this time. He attacked the thief 
and realized that the gun was just a fake and not a real gun. 
 As Joseph finally knocked the thief unconscious the woman whom he had only 
seen from a distance when he passed by her store came up to him and said” Thank you so 
much sir. If it weren't for you and the thief got away with the amount of money, he had 
taken I would have been forced to close my store. Thank you, sir,” and with that Joseph 

th
woke up for the 19  time. This time however when he looked at his clock it was well over 
10am and his roommate had left. For a few moments Joseph couldn't speak or move and 
when he finally came to his senses, he remembered the night before. He was very drunk 
and had to be carried by one of his friends to his bed. He also realized that it was all a long 
dream but that dream taught him many life lessons. After three months, as he wakes up 
to a bright cloudless sky at 6:30 in the morning as he was still a bit scared of the same 
thing happening again, he walked to the crossing with his roommate. However, he 
reached the crossing at exactly 9:02 and a car collided with his roommate and he died on 
the spot. As he was looking at his friend's lifeless body, shell-shocked he realized that 
the dreams were beginning again and another car was speeding directly towards him...



Kelhousanyu Kuotsu, XII Science D

THE INDIAN SOCIETY 
AS IT IS TODAY

It is quite a peculiar observation that even though India is considered one of the fastest 
developing countries in the world, it is still lagging behind other countries in terms of 
technology and development. One would expect much of a country like India. But 
unfortunately, it isn't what was expected to be. To understand this further, let us look into 
some of the said issues that continue to plague our country.  
 Unemployment
India has one of the largest populations of youth at a single time yet millions of 
graduates are forced to remain unemployed of a job. This issue has greatly affected the 
mental health of our youth. Some of the major causes for unemployment is poor quality 
education, extreme corruption and poor knowledge of the different existing sectors.  
 Poverty 
By the year 2022, the percentage of people living in extreme poverty is expected to drop 
to 5 per cent from a shocking 22 per cent, as per the records from the years 2011-2012.  
This number poses quite a worry as poverty also affects the economy of the country as a 
whole. Despite the many poverty alleviation programs put forth by the government, the 
country fails to see improvements and is worsening with the ever-increasing 
population.
 Inflation:
The recent fluctuation in petrol prices serves as a perfect example of the issue of 
inflation in our country. Rising foods and goods prices leads to a higher consumer price 
which has especially affected the lower-income households. The struggle for procuring 
basic necessities has become a big issue and people are robbed of their human dignity.  
 Rape culture and Women Violence
It is not surprising that, with a long history of violence against women, our country still 
ranks as being one of the most unsafe places for women to travel alone in; the rape 
capital of the world. According to a report from September of 2020, 87 rape cases had 
been reported daily. The root of the reoccurring violence can be traced back to the 
misogynistic mentality that our society has been taught to follow within the community. 
Issues such as this must be tackled strictly and immediately. A society grows only when 
both parties flourish together and not in a disparity between the two sexes. Mary 
Wollstonecraft, a renowned American feminist writer once said, “Virtue can flourish 
only among equals.”
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 We've all dreamed about creating a name for ourselves-leaving a mark and a 

legacy. As a child, it was so easy to imagine oneself being the greatest ever and being on 

top of the world. But as you grow, reality hits and life has a way of surprising you and not 

always pleasantly, it'll sometimes throw curve balls at you which will hit you hard, bring 

and break you down. No doubt such challenges can shake us, but they should never put 

us down. Questions may arise, even doubt may show its ugly face. This is where 

perspective matters. This is where we look for the gift in the grind and let the dirt do its 

work. It is response to such challenges and situations that the inward strength endowed 

in us is revealed and manifested.

  When we dig deep, we find purpose in everthing. Purpose is not only about 

'product' but also about 'process'. When we embrace the process, we get the product. For 

challenges are there to teach, to mould and shape us to be better, stronger than ever 

before. How a person rises to face and overcome the challenges in life, is testimony to 

the person's strength of character. When we take each strife as a lesson to be learnt and as 

an opportunity to grow then we walk over the waves. That is why we keep fighting the 

fight, and we keep running the race set before us with perseverance fixing our eyes 

always on the goal. When we are fixed and focussed nothing can deter us, nothing can 

stop us. You can achieve anything when you believe. Nothing is impossible! The world 

is an oyster!

Gift In The Grind
Kyle Nashwua Dylan Syngai, 

XII Commerce B 
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 There was a Merchant in Baghdad, who sent his worker to the marketplace to buy 

some provisions, in a while the worker came back hurriedly, pale white and trembling 

in fear. 

  He told his master what he had seen at the market place. Among the crowd he saw 

Death that jolted him. “She looked at me and made a threatening gesture” said the 

worker “Now”, he said, “lend me your horse and I will ride to Samarra to escape my 

fate. where death cannot find me.” The Merchant lent him his horse and the worker 

quickly gathered his belongings and mounted the horse hurriedly in order to leave 

Baghdad as quickly as possible.
 
 The merchant then went down the market where he saw Death standing in the 

crowd and came to him and said, “Why did you make a threatening gesture to my 

worker, when you saw him this morning? “

 That was not a threatening gesture, I replied. It was only a start of surprise. I was 

astonished to see him in Baghdad as I had an appointment with him tonight at Samarra.

The Appointment 
in Samarra

Nathaniel V Susngi, XII Science A
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 COVID-19 has taken a big toll on all of us. Millions and millions of people all over 
the world have lost their lives, homes, jobs, loved ones and much more. This just shows 
how unpredictable life can be but we, as humans, are versatile and can adapt to problems 
with time. 

Schools have come up with the system of online learning since interaction by being 
physically present was not possible. This was a huge new transformation of 
environment for all of us—both the teachers and the students.

 As a student, l would like to share my experience with online learning. I was on my 
way to Garo Hills when I read that our school announced the start of online classes. The 
situation had gotten worse in Shillong and my parents thought it would be best if we 
went to Garo Hills. But oh, boy. How wrong they were for thinking that. Just after a few 
weeks of reaching Garo Hills, my parents and I tested positive for the virus, thereby, 
being promptly home quarantined. We didn't have a caretaker, so my mother cooked our 
meals and I cleaned and sanitized the house everyday while my father rested as his 
condition was more severe. 

 When the people of my hometown heard the news about our predicament, they 
were very generous and gave us lots of fruits, vegetables and other nourishing foods. 
They would keep the food outside our house and call out for us to come take them after 
they have left. During that time, despite being sick, I was attending classes as I did not 
want to miss a single class. 

With the issue of being tested positive, another problem arose. This time, however, 
it was network connectivity issues. The area that I was staying in was a rural area and 
poor network has always been a persistent issue. I was constantly getting disconnected 
from my classes and had trouble catching up with what the teachers were explaining. 
The network issue was worse during the rainy seasons because a shutdown of electricity 
was a necessity every time it rained, for safety purposes. Lightning struck the 
transformer one day, and caused a huge blackout for nearly three days. My siblings and I 
were each in the middle of writing tests when the electricity suddenly went out, as did the 
network. We quickly took up our phones and had to ask our uncle to drive us to any  place 

Come What May
Noaki R. Marak, Xll Arts B
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 My uncle ended up driving about 9 to 10 km to a hillside and only then did we have 
a few minutes left to do what we needed to do. Luckily, all of us managed to finish our 
tests. From that day onwards, we didn't want to take anymore chances and so, everyday, 
we travelled to the same hill to attend classes. We carried with us foldable tables, chairs, 
some snacks and drinks and attended classes out in the open, surrounded with fresh air 
and natural vegetation with a very beautiful scenery of our hometown beside the Dobe 
Dare waterfall.

When the network improved back at the house, we stopped going to the hill since 
travelling nearly 10km everyday was costing too much. But when the issue with poor 
connectivity improved, there was yet another problem that arose, which was noise. 
Owning many hens, dogs, cats, cows and pigs, it was basically like a mini farm. On 
some days, these animals would make so much noise that whenever a teacher would ask 
us a question, I would only be able to type the answers and not use my microphone to 
elaborate my points properly, for fear of the entire class hearing the mini farm that I had 
in the background.

These are some of the problems I faced while attending online classes, yet despite 
these problems, I have learned to adapt and be resilient and I was able to make the best 
out of the situation. I will look back and talk about these situations as memories that I 
will always remember for the rest of my life.
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 These words caught my mind and captured my mind the moment I read them. 
Actually, it was the whole poem itself that mesmerized my mind. I read this poem when I 
was in the tenth grade. It was like love at first sight when I read it. It felt soothing and 
made me perceive life with a great optimism.
 The poem was written as a form of advice. Kipling makes it a very personal poem 
by the use of the pronoun “you”. The moral qualities given here are the qualities an ideal 
human being possesses. I know we are neither ideal nor perfect, none of us are. But we 
can always try to at least be good people if not the best. 
 The moment I read those words, a critical mindset inside me took control and I 
began judging myself, how my every day performance was and if I was really working 
hard for my dreams. It's not bad to judge yourself. We have to critique ourselves 
sometimes so that we can grow more every day and understand how we deal with life 
every day. It's better to judge your own flaws and short-comings rather than being judged 
by others or judge others for that matter, right? Coming back to the quote, I personally 
love this quote because I felt like it's telling the truth about every person living on earth 
and how we all love to imagine ourselves having the best time of our lives and how we 
want our lives to be and yet not take a step to turn it into a reality. We are just building 
castles in the air and not making one in reality. We just let out words from our mouth and 
not acting on it and working hard for it. I was like that and still am to be honest. I kept on 
saying this sentence inside my head 'I wish had this and I wish I had that' when I should 
actually be working for it instead of just talking about it. Do you love thinking about how 
you want your life to be when you grow up?
 People say Dare to Dream Dare to fly and I agree with them. No one can stop you 
from dreaming and wanting the best for yourself and others. But there's time for 
everything. Time to dream, time to work, time to be merry and time to mourn. Have 
dreams, keep them alive in your head so that you have an aim to accomplish. It is more 
petrifying when we don't have dreams! “An Idle Mind is the Devil's Workshop.” Dreams 
are what keeps us alive and motivated to work hard to give our best every day. Kipling has 
beautifully depicted in those lines, “If you can dream and not make your dreams your 

A favourite quote of mine…
Emily Grazel Jyrwa, XII Science C
“If You Can Dream and Not Make Dreams Your Master, 
If You Can Think and Not Make Thoughts Your Aim…”
                                                           -Rudyard Kipling
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 master…” We often tend to give our dreams the authority to rule over us and take control 
of our life in a way. I learnt to not give my dreams the power to control and put me out 
from working hard. We must instead take those dreams and work hard to achieve them. 
  All I want to convey is for us to stop building castles in the air and to stop 
procrastinating. We must take action, take the first step to achieve our dreams. Nobody 
but you, can make your dreams a reality and create a future for yourself. However, a 
thought must be kept in mind always, 'We must always have hope but not high 
expectations in life.' Things don't always go our way and life can take unexpected turns 
up ahead and that's the truth about life. If we can't accept that then life would obviously be 
desolate for us. Expectations can lead to disappointment. Having too much expectations 
can dishearten us and demotivate us. The key to happiness is to be content and grateful 
with what we have and who we are. Even if some of our dreams were to never be 
achieved, we must be grateful for what we have accomplished and be proud that we have 
given our absolute best and that we tried instead of just backing out and giving up. Life 
becomes more meaningful when we work our way through all hindrances and obstacles 
instead of giving up.
 Lastly, I would like to convey a message to my fellow schoolmates. I know these 
two years have not been easy. We have had to face a lot of obstacles. We aren't the only 
ones but teachers as well and everyone living on this planet had to suffer. We are lucky or 
may I say blessed to have roofs over our heads a place to rest our heads and food to eat. We 
were able to attend online classes all this time while some underprivileged students 
cannot afford to even own a smartphone. Don't be dismayed that your dreams are lost and 
you can't reach them anymore. Keep them alive and be grateful. We all will get out of this 
with flying colors, together. “I will because I can.” You can do it, don't give up just yet. 
You'll get where you are meant to be.  
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 Blessed are those who have the gift of making friends, for it is one of God's best 
gifts. I have been told that I am that one such person and I am blessed with amazing 
friends in my life. Thank you, God.

Life brings friends our way who turn out to become our family in almost every 
sense of the word. It is amazing how we grow up and find people with whom we can be 
ourselves, who match our level of craziness, whose hearts somehow beat in sync with 
ours, whose steps fall into rhythm with our own, whose patterns and dreams coincide 
with the ones we are chasing and we suddenly realise that love is not only shared by 
blood.

Who is a good friend? A personal diary? A fellow e- mail junkie? A shoulder to 
cry on? An ear to listen?  Well, a good friend is all these things and much more.  " 
Friend" a word so small yet it has a deep meaning filled with emotions. They say," 
Great things come in small packages. " I agree. Once the package of friendship is 
opened it can never be closed.
 My friends are the people I bumped into by accident, giggling at the same jokes, 
walking along the same streets, fighting through the same crappy battles. They never 
fail to make me laugh with my gums out till my stomach hurts. They always change my 
frown face into a 360° smile. They never hesitate to share their stories and they made 
me realise that I do not have to go through this journey alone. 

If any of us happen to have these kinds of people in our lives-- cherish them, hold 
them, tell them how important they are in our lives. Because some people across the 
globe do not have this and only dream to have this kind of friendship. We are lucky if 
we have them. 
There are many memories that my friends and I share, that make life worth it all. 
"Friends" the only way to describe us, not just a label but a promise. Thank you for the 
memories, the love, for being a part of my crazy up-and-down world and above all, 
thank you for accepting me the way I am. 

Ibanylla Kharbithai, XII Science A

God's Given Blessing
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 March 2020. When the pandemic struck, I, along with millions of people around 
the world, knew so little about how our lives would entirely change. Fear and anxiety 
gripped tightly as the world collapsed; the brave ones holding their head out for hope. 
Fast forward eighteen months, and the world is already quickly recovering and heading 
to a new normal.

It would be a cliché to say “Appreciate what and who you have”. Although 
entirely true, the biggest lesson that the pandemic taught me was how little we are.

We are burdened with expectations, inculcated with what is 'conventional',often 
being persuaded to do things far from our interests, and follow 'set' paths, treading 
blindly and losing our lust for life.

At an instant, we face death and if at its gates we could look back, how fulfilled 
would we have been then? It has served as a reminder about life's purpose, to be happy, 
to strive, to live.

We all have inhibitions that limit and hold us back from doing things we have 
dreamt of, pursue passions even if they make no sense to others. After all, there is no 
beauty without some strangeness. Let us not forget that we are already bare, there is no 
reason to not do what we have always wanted to do, no matter how daunting it may 
seem.

Beautiful are the stories of happy people. You will never be content unless you 
love what you do, and there is no greater way to love what you do than to do what you 
love. When we set aside the notion, that 'life' is all about getting an education, working 
nine-to-five, and having a few years of retirement off, and then just listen to our intuition, 
there we will find meaning.

Going forward, may we remind ourselves that we are little in this earth, yet have 
the world to chase. We are our choices. Be dreamers, be doers; live each moment. It's 
your story, write it down. Stay hungry, stay foolish.

Do
Kmenlang Rymbai, XII Science C
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          Everyone had undergone through all the stages of lock down – the anxiety phase, 
the sloth phase, the cooking phase, the creative phase when suddenly a newfangled 
stage emerged – online school!
           Online school was a fresh and perplexing experience, alien to us all. With 
switching from WhatsApp classes to Zoom meetings, teachers and students were at 
sixes and sevens. From the side where teachers took the time and effort to educate us, to 
the other side of the screen where students are expected to take full responsibility of the 
tasks put forth upon them. How many of us can truly confess that we thoroughly 
attended the online classes? 
           Suddenly lock down was lifted and offline classes were instantaneously 
commenced. Exams were conducted and consequently, many of us failed to perform 
well. Why? The greatest lesson I've learned was Self responsibility. 
Self-responsibility simply means taking responsibility for the aspects of your life that 
are within your control and being accountable for your own choices and actions. As per 
the online classes, no teacher is going to come alive out of the screen directing what we 
should be doing.
Self-discipline also tends to improve our moral values and personal principles as well. 
However, the main problem, which is man's second nature is putting the blame on other 
people and victimizing ourselves. The aftermath is that, no good is going to come out of 
this behavior.
         On that account, self-responsibility not only improves us academically but our 
overall well-being. We must practice self-discipline on a daily basis not relying on 
motivation. Motivation is brief, ergo, daily habits come into the picture. We must build 
our self-esteem not self-pity. Hence, let us learn this valuable lesson and become fully 
responsible for the actions we undertake in our lives.

Lapynbiang Myrthong, XII Science C
The Greatest Lesson
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� It is fine to keep yourself as your first priority. It is okay to place your hardships 
first over others. It is even acceptable to think that people around us are hurting no one 
but just us. But if you are the “you” then the other person too is a “you”. If you have an 
aching heart the other person too, may have a heart which is tremendously hurting. 
There is a reason why we live with fellow humans around us; we are in a circle of joy and 
pain. A true human has emotional sensibilities of putting oneself in other people's shoes. 
But to do that, we have to get out of our own.

          We often, do not consider what an individual is going through. Several souls 
everyday and every minute are smiling to hide their feelings. People judge and 
thoughtlessly utter hateful words. But, if only, we put ourselves in someone else's 
circumstances and learn the story, we would know we are connected in tales and 
emotions that is the badge of our 'kingdom'.

� Thus, understanding and observing others will help us grow in our humanity. 
While perceiving others we will realise that we all want a shoulder to cry on, warm 
embraces of love and protection and the all – accepting eyes.

� And while we talk of mental and emotional health, let's consider “Walk a mile in 
my shoes. See what I see,

Feel what I feel, Then
may be you'll understand

why I do what I do,
judge me not,
until then.”

LET'S SWITCH AFFAIRS
Shraddha Dutta, XII Commerce A
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Grief in the Time of Covid
Dr. Zebalda Restia Dkhar

� Are we grieving? If we did not lose a loved one in the recent past, we would likely 
answer “No” to this question?
� The COVID19 pandemic has brutally taken away so much from us. Overnight, 
we had to make sudden never-before alterations to various aspects of our daily lives. We 
know that this is temporary, but at the moment, it doesn't feel that way. Things are 
different now. It has been almost 2 years and we are still struggling to adapt to the 
changes the pandemic has brought. The best way to take care of ourselves was to stay 
inside our homes. The freedom we once had to go out and meet people or to a crowded 
market place is now a dreaded task. Greeting and hugging our loved ones when we meet 
is no longer safe. Children have lost their childhood; young people their goals and 
dreams; jobs disappeared overnight. The simple trust in the purity of the air we breathe 
is also lost. The loss of connections and relationships and normalcy. For many of us, we 
have also had to deal with the pain of losing our dear ones. We are battling daily with 
feelings of fear and helplessness and have lost the sense of safety and freedom to live as 
we used to. Each one of us are either going through a loss or bearing witness to stories of 
loss. 
� That feeling of helplessness and frustration in us is overwhelming at times. We try 
to make sense of that anxious feeling that creeps in or that irritation and anger that seem 
to show up more often or the sudden loss of appetite and sleep or the unexplained 
sadness and hopelessness deep in our hearts;and we continue to struggle to cope with 
these feelings of helplessness. David Kessler, an expert on grief in an interview in 
March 2020, on ways to help each other in this pandemic said, “That discomfort you're 
feeling is grief.” We are all grieving. Collectively. We are all feeling that loss of safety. 
And this is new. Every loss is like a death. This is not necessarily a physical death 
(although the death of a loved one is certainly included), but loss entails that a part of 
you, a piece of your life, has died. 
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I ask again, “Are we grieving?”

� We are all grieving. Young and old. Pandemic Grief is what you and I are going 
through.  Grief is a normal response to any kind of loss we may face. And the sooner we 
realise this and accept it, the better we cope with the loss. Understanding the stages of 
grief is a start. Whether we go through the loss of a loved one through death or losing our 
health or jobs or relationships or freedom or sense of safety, no matter what loss we 
encounter, the stages of grief apply to us. These stages are not linear and do not 
necessarily happen in this order. One may also not go through some of the above stages 
or even go back and forth to the same stage. However, no matter how we go through 
these stages we need to grief at our own pace. Grief is as unique as our fingerprints and 
there is no one right way to do it. 
� Elizabeth Kübler Ross in her theory suggests that there are five stages of grief - 
Denial, which happened early on in this pandemic and we say: This virus won't affect 
us. There is no virus. Then there's Anger: Why do we have to stay at home? The 
government cannot control us! There's Bargaining where we make an effort to get back 
what we have lost: I will attend a family gathering and if I social distance for a week 
everything will be okay. And there is Depression and sadness: Will this come to an end? 
Can we win over this virus? And finally there is Acceptance: I am living in a pandemic. I 
need to find ways to get on with life. It is in this stage of acceptance where we regain 
power once again and are able to control our lives in the present: I can wash and sanitise 
my hands. I can maintain social distancing. I can wear a mask. I can learn how to work 
virtually. David Kessler later on added a sixth stage - Meaning. This is a beautiful stage 
we reach where we are able to make sense and find personal meaning through our loss: 
learning the difference between essentials and non-essentials. Being grateful for our 
health and being alive. 
� We are feeling more than one type of grief in this pandemic. One is anticipatory 
grief, which is that feeling we have when we are uncertain about what the future holds. 
Unhealthy anticipatory grief is really anxiety. Our minds are being protective of us and 
we start thinking of worst-case scenarios when we see the future. Our goal at such times, 
is not to try to ignore or make these images and thoughts go away. However, it is to find a 
balance in what we are thinking, think realistic thoughts and come back to the 
present. We can do this simply by naming a few things we can see around us – a table, a 
window, a plant; listening to sounds we can hear at that moment – birds chirping, cars 
honking, people's voices in the distance. Using our five senses and focusing our 
thoughts on what 
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we see, smell, touch, taste and hear will help us live in the present, rather than that worst 
future we are convinced will happen. And Breathe. This will help us realise that in the 
present moment, nothing we have anticipated has happened. In the present moment, we 
are okay. This will help dampen some of that pain grief brings. We can also learn to let 
go of things that are out of our control and focus on the things which are in our 
control in the present moment. 
� Grief is a painful feeling we all are going through. There are going to be some 
good days and bad days ahead. We can make a choice every single moment to help 
ourselves deal with the loss and do what we can to take care of ourselves. There is 
something powerful in naming and accepting this as grief. When we name our 
emotions, we feel it and it moves through us. It is important we acknowledge, accept and 
take a moment to experience the emotion we go through. Our work is to feel our sadness 
or fear or anger whether or not someone else is experiencing the same. Keeping in mind 
we are also responsible in regulating and managing our own emotional experience and 
not allowing them to overpower us. 
� Lastly, let us be filled with compassion for each other. We all have different 
levels of fear and grief and it manifests itself in different ways. It helps to think who 
someone usually is and not who they seem to be in this moment. We can be more patient 
and kinder with one another. Grief also needs to be witnessed. Talk about your loss and 
allow the people you trust to be witnesses of your grief story as part of our healing 
process. 
� History of pandemics tells us that this is survivable. We are taking the right 
precautions and doing what we can with what is in our control in the present moment. 
We will survive.
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KHASI SECTION

A!Lum Khasi baitynnad,
Halor jong phi nga sngew phuhmat;

Dei tang maphi bakordor tam,
La Ri iwbih phi pyndonnam.

Wat la nga wad kylleng pyrthei,
Kum phi ngam shem haei haei,

Dei tang ma phi mynsiem nga hun,
Mihngi Sepngi phi kdup pyllun.

Longshuwa nuksa babha phi la pyni,
Pateng-pateng phi la pynkit ha ngi,

Dei ka kamram jong ngi mynta ,
Ba ngin ïai bud pynneh shyrta.

Ko khun Khasi to ngin tylli,
Ban shem tynrai jingieid ïa la ka Ri,
Ngin ym ailad i'u Nongwei shisngi;

U ba ap thap ban ïuhroit ïa Ri jongngi.

LUM KHASI

Airihun Ryntathiang, 
XI Science B

Ngi ai khublei ia phi Nonghikai

Namar jingstad ba phi la ai,

Ngin ïai ñiewkor man la ki por

Kyrteng jong phi ngin pynshong dor.

Nonghikai baïeid jong ngi

Phi sneng, phi kraw man la ka sngi,

Khnang ba ngin tip burom akor

Kyntien jong phi ngin pynshongdor.

Phi long synrang, tyllong umpohliew

Phi ïai kyrsoi hakhmat ki briew,

Phi tuid jai-jai khlem jingshongthait

Ki thwei jylliew phi tih phim lwait.

Ei-ei ngim don ban ai

ïa phi ko Nonghikai,

Tang kine ki jingpynpaw

Kyntien jong phi ngin nang pynkhraw.

KHUBLEI ÏA PHI 

NONGHIKAI
Naphisabet Diengdoh, 

XI Science C
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Ka  sla pyrthei b'la thaw u Blei
Bynriew ban shong la ai d'u Blei;

Mynta ban shong ki sngew shyrkhei ,
Khlam Covid -19 la saphriang ha pyrthei .

Covid - 19, la ïai saphriang ha ka pyrthei
Bynriew ban peit Ah! katno jingisynei;

Ϊ'u bynriew, phi la khang lad shisha,
Sha kam ban leit tang jingsngewma.

Covid - 19, jingpang ba ikynsha
Khlem ka jingisynei, 

Ϊ'u khunbynriew u pynma;
Sha  Ϊ'u Nongthaw ngin phai mynta,
Tang ma u hi ban ïarap ia phi ïa nga.

KA  KHLAM

COVID – 19

Barikmenhun Nongrang, 
XI  Science  B

Nga dei i jingthaw baphylla,
Nga don San ngut shipara;

Nga dei i ba khatduh na ki para,
Kumta Nga dei i 'riew phylla.

Nga leit pule sha sor Shillong,
Namar Nga dei na Nongkyndong;
Ka Skul jong Nga ha St. Edmund's

Kaba Nga i ieit bad i thoiñ.

Manla ka step Nga leit sha Skul,
Nga iaid da kjat bad Nga mutdur;

I Mei ha shnong katno i tur,
Ban pyndap ïa Nga, ban siew bai skul.

Tang rung ha klas, nga sngap hi dngong,
Kaei kaba ki Nonghikai ki ong?

Tang mar ïa wai, Nga leit sha ïng lajong,
Nga ïai minot, Nga am hi ngon.

Batriti Lyngdoh Mairang, 
XI Science A

JINGIM 

JONG NGA
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Ko Nonghikai babha jong ngi,
Phi ai jingnang jingstad ïa ngi;

Phi pyni ka lynti ïa ngi,
Ha jingim man la ka sngi.

Ban im bha phi hikai,
Ba ngin nym long kamkai;

Ïa ngi phi ju pynshlur,
Shaphrang ngi dei ban tur.

Phi ai mynsiem ïa ngi,
Ban minot man ka sngi;

Akor, burom phi hikai ïa ngi
Ban long khynnah tipsngi.

Daiarisa Marbaniang, 
XI Science B

KO NONGHIKAI

Haba ka mynsiem ka lynga,
Ha pneh jongpha nga dem sngewbha,

Jingsuk, jingkmen nga shem
Ko Mei Mariang baieid jong nga.

Ki umpohliew bad kiwah duid,
Jaijai ha pha ki dem ki tuid,

U soh u pai bashngiam pha sei
Ki sim bad ki kynrei.

Haba kjatsngi ki sdang ban ngam,
Sha lum ngi kiew ban ïaid pawang,
Syntiew ki skud, ki phlang jyrngam

Katno sngewthiang mynsiem jong nga.

Kyntang ïawai haba leit phai
Ha nga marwei wan shat jingshai,

Dei tang jingieit baka lah ai
Mariang baieit kan ïeng khlem wai.

Defender Khongtir, 
XI Science C

KA MEI 
MARIANG
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Mano ba tam ha ka pyrthei?
Lait na U Blei, I Pa I Mei;
Dei ma ki, kiba lah ba ïai,

Nongker nongda, ki nongsharai,
Ϊangi ha ka shitom ka shipa,
Kim kheiñ ïa ka sngi,ïa ka ïa.

Dei ma ki, kiba pyntian ja,
Ha ka por ba ngim pat nangktha;
Dei ma ki ba pynïaid pynïeng,

Haba ngim tip ïa ka longrynïeng;
Ki hikai ka ktien ka thylliej,

Mynba ngi dang lung ngi dang bieit.

Haba ngi la heh, ngi la san,
Ha kti ha kjat ki dang synran;

Ki sneng pyni akor burom,
Jingim jong ngi kan ym pulom;
Ki treishitomsynñia bad sngi,

Ban pynbiang jingdonkam jong ngi.

Ki duh thiah duh dem, lynga pisa,
Lada ïa ngi kim lah ban bsa;

Ki hun mynsiem ban peit ïa ngi,
Haba ngi long kiba tipsngi;
Ban haram ïa ki te kamdei,

Ngin burom kylliang katbalah ei.

I MEI I PA
Deryck Junes Kharbani, 

XI Science D

Ha jingïaid lynti ha pyrthei,
Ngim tip jingim kan lam shaei.

Ki jingkhuslai ïaka lashai,
Lano lawei kan shat phyrnai?

Jingkhmih lynti lashai shisngi,
Bad bor bad buitngi da aiti.
Ki jingangnud ban sa urlong

Suki suki ban poi sha ka thong.

Ki jingtynjuh, jingeh bad jingïaleh,
Jingduh jingkyrmen ter ter kin neh;

Hynrei nalor kine baroh,
U Blei u la kular ban ym iehnoh.

Jingkyrmen ngi don ha ka pyrthei,
Lada ngi shaniah tylli h'u Blei.

Khlem jingartatien ngin ïai ïengskhem,
Jingtngen dohnud junom ngin shem.

Dioreen Merry Kharumnuid, 
XI Science C

JINGKYRMEN
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Ka por ka long kaba kordor,

Kumta donkam ban da ñiewkor.

Ka por ka long kaba kongsan,

Naduh barit, haduh basan.

Lymda siewspah ïa la ka por,

Long lehnohei ka spah bakor.

Wat la ka syep ka la mihlut,

Jingtreishitom, la shu man pyut.

Ka shong ha ngi namar kata,

Ba ngin da phikir bha ïa ka.

Ïoh bakan poi ka por ban duh,

Tang namar, ba ngi long jaituh.

Hakapynbiang Pyngrope,
XI Science A

KA POR

Ko khun samla kashnong ka thaw,

Shaei phi don mynta?

To thrang ki jingpyrkhat bakhraw;

La ri to ker to da.

Wat shah ring mraw ha ki jingdih,

Basniew ko khunsamla;

Dohnud jong phi ka khuid ka lieh,

To ai phin long kumta.

Ko khun samla ka shnong ka thaw,

To ïaid da jinglongshlur;

Namar phin mad jingeh bakhraw,

To tyngshaiñ kum ki khlur.

Wat ju pynmlien ki kam bam sap

Ko khun samla ka ri;

To trei minot hok khlem ka pop,

Ka sap la jong pyni.

Dathmubha Chadong, 
XII Science D

KO KHUN SAMLA
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Mano ba ju pyrkhat ba kane kan wan jia,

Ki ong hana ka khlam kaba ma bad kynsha,

Kaba la saphriang sawdong kylleng ka pyrthei,

Ka bym don jingmap shynrang ne kynthei.

Na ei sha ba ka sdang bad haduh lano kan kut,

La tieng lut u paidbah bad ka kulmar jingmut,

Khlem poi pyrkhat ka shu bthat jubor ia jingim,

Ani! Tip tang u Blei uba ai uba shim.

Suki pa suki ha ngi u briew ka wan 

ka jingsngewthuh,

Hana baroh ki ong ka dei tang ka jingtynjuh,

Hynrei ynda wad ïa ka daw ba tynrai,

Dei ngi hi u briew uba la leh kamkai.

Pynjot pynpra lut ïa ka spah Mei Ramew,

Ban dukhi khait lut kaei ba la kynshew,

Kane keiñ dei kata ka nongkylliang,

Bainong baroh ngin hap ban pdiang.

KA BAINONG
Lamang Mawthoh, 

XI Science D

Ngi ai khublei ïa phi Nonghikai

Namar jingstad ba phi la ai,

Ngin ïai ñiewkor man la ki por

Kyrteng jong phi ngin pynshong dor.

Nonghikai baïeid jongngi

Phi sneng, phi kraw man la ka sngi,

Khnang ba ngin tip buromakor

Kyntien jong phi ngin pynshongdor.

Phi long synrang, tyllong umpohliew

Phi ïai kyrsoi ha khmat ki briew,

Phi tuid jai-jai khlem jingshongthait

Ki thwei jylliew phi tih phim lwait.

Ei-ei ngim don ban ai

ïa phi ko Nonghikai,

Tang kine ki jingpynpaw

Kyntien jong phi ngin nang pynkhraw.

KHUBLEI ÏA
PHI NONGHIKAI

Naphisabet Diengdoh, 
XI Science C
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Naduh mynba ïa nga la kha,
Haduh ban da kynjoh kat kane ka rta;

Nga don shibun ha ka jingim,
Ba ngan ïai pyrshang katba dang im.

Ïa nga na ïing sha skul ki phah,
Naduh ki por ba dang khynnah;
Ban leit sha skul ngam ju salia,

Jinglong khynnah, bunsien nga thlia.

Ynda ki sngi ki por ki ïaityllun,
Sha skul ban leit mynsiem ka hun;

Ngam kwah sha  skul ba ngan pep shuh,
Jingim jong nga la dang sngewthuh.

Ha ïng ïa nga ki bsa ki btiah,
Sha skul ban phah ki don jingshaniah;
Ba nga ïoh jingnang bad ki  jingtip ,

Kum ki sharak ki bym ju lip.

Ha skul kumjuh ki nonghikai,
Ki ïai batai bad ai jingtip ;

Hynrei jingleh jong ki wanrah jingbha,
Ba ngan long ka khynnah skul kaba shisha.

Khublei ïa phi ka skul baieit,
Ha pneh jong pha ngam tieng ngam smiej;

Pha long ka lynti jong ka jingshai,
Na pha ngin mih kum ki khlur ba phyrnai.

Phidahun Lyngdoh, 
XI Science A

KA POR SHONGSKUL

Aa...ki ñuit ki ñier baroh (2)

Ki jaiñboh ne ki jaiñkin

Ban lait ka jingjaboh

To da bret bha bin-pa-bin

Hoi…kiw…(3)

Aa..Pynstet ki kjat ki kti (2)

Sdang ruh na I kam barit

Lyngba jongnga jong phi

Soit-kynsoit kan phet ka tngit

Hoi… kiw… (3)

Aa..Ka spah ba kordor tam (2)

Ha pyrthei dei jinglehkhuid

Kumta wat shong aram

Katba por ka dang kylluid

Hoi… kiw… (3)

Aa..Naduh ki khun samla (2)

Ki longkmie bad ki longkpa

Khnang ba ka shnong ka dong

Kan ïai khuid kan ïai suba

Hoi… kiw… (3)

Fidalis Aidahun Rumnong, 
XI Arts A

Ka Phawar 
Mariang
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Aa… pyrthei mynta lah pher (2)

Ban pynïahap bad ba mynsh wa

Na bynta ka jingkylla

Dei h'u khun khasi khara

Hoi...kiw (3)

Aa... Jinglong te la I jong (2)

Ngim dei ho ban sngewsarong

Haba iaid sharum shaneng

To da tip akorburom

Hoi…kiw (3)

Aa…Shynrang kynthei mynta (2)

La itieng,ima shisha

To peit da pyrman bha

Ïa jingsngeng ki Kmie ki Kpa

Hoi..kiw (3)

Preciously Born Malngiang, 
XI Arts A

KA JUK MYNTA

Ha kane ka juk mynta,

La bun ki jingkylla,

Haba ïanujor bad mynshwa,

Ani wow! Ka ïa pher bha.

Haba ngi phai kylleng sawdong,

Ngi ïohi la kylla khongpong,

Jingsniew ka long kum'ñiangbampong',

Naduh Sor shaduh Nongkyndong.

Haba ngi phai sha la ka Ri,

Jingjynjar sohsat ngi ḯohi

Ϊa la riti dustur jong ngi,

Ym don bañiewkor shuh ḯaki.

Ha kane ka juk mynta,

Ki khun ïa la ki kmie ki kpa,

Kim ju ñiew burom shuh ḯa ki,

Ki sneng kylla pynban ma ki.

Kim kohnguh ḯa ki b'la san,

Ki leh rangbah ma ki pynban,

Khlem tip shuh la burom akor,

Jingsneng na ïing khlem da ñiewkor.

Ryntihlang Dympep, 
XI Arts A

KA JUK MYNTA
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KARIKHASI
Riburom Sten, Xl Science D
Kat sha ba leit, kat sha ba wan, 
Jingitynnad ki khring ki tan; 
Pyrkhat leilei ïa ka mynnor,
Ka Ri Khasi ka don akor.

Naduh hyndai kulong kumah, 
Jinglong shisur bad jingshida; 
Burom akor iwei-iwei,
Ba tip ï'u briew ba tip ï'u Blei.

Ka Mei mariang ba itynnad,
Ki dieng ki siej, ki rwai ki shad, 
Naduh ba mih bad sep ka sngi, 
Jingitynnad ka Ri Khasi.

Ki lum ki wah, syntiew bunrong, 
Jingitynnad ha ka, ka phong;
Ka Ri badap ka dud ka ngap,
Ka Ri ba biang ka sngi u slap.

Ka ktien thylliej, ka kren khana;
Ym don ka thok, tang jingshisha; 
Jingieit shisha ka ïeng tylli,
Kata ka dei akor Khasi.

Katba ki sngi ki por ki ïaid,
Jingstad ki briew ka kiew shaid-shaid; 
Jinglong tynrai ka sdang ban duh,
Akor Khasi la sdang ban ïuh.

Mynsiem tiplem ka sdang ban jah,
Ym nang burom wat ï'urangbah;
Ka jot kapra ka ap jingma,
Ko khun Khasi to pyrkhat bha. 

Ko Mei Mariang ba lah ba ïai,

Ba sbun dohnud bad ba kynjai,

Bym ju khohñioh ban ai eiei;

Ïa ki khun bynriew ha ka pyrthei.

Ko Mei Mariang baitynnad,

Syntiew ki skud, ki dieng ki tnat,

Ban pyniphuh iphieng ïa ka pyrthei,

Jingitynnad jong ka ngin shem ha ei!

Kyrkhu kyrdoh ïa ngi ka ai,

Daei ba ngin ïa siew kylliang?

Dei tang jingieid ïa ka ngin ai,

Kata jingieid ïa Mei Mariang.

Wanphalangti Joan Khonglah,
XI Science D

KA MEI MARIANG

Jinglong trai shnong ka sdang ban duh, 
Namar ki briew kim dei ki juh;
Man la ka sngi ki tuid ki her,
La bun sa tang da u mynder.

Ko Ri Khasi, ko Ri Khasi 
Longshuwa u dep ban kdew lynti; 
Kyndit mynta, to ïeng shisha,
Namar kane ka ap jingma.

Burom akor sa shisienpat,
Ko Ri Khasi ha kti to bat;
Naduh mynsh wa haduh mynta,
Ai ba kanneh kansah shyrta.
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1. Sa shisien biang ki Ham saia,
Ka Mluh! Ka Mluh! Ka la Duna,
Kylleng ka sor her ki khubor,
Ka Mluh! Ka Mluh! Kan sa kiew dor

2. Paidbah hangne la klumar thlim,
Ka Shnong ka thaw kala khih win,
Ka Mluh! Ka Mluh! Ki ïa kyrbeh,
Ka Mluh! Ka Mluh! Ba kin  ïabeh

3. Ki dukan shnong la lut ki mluh,
Ki briew mareh sa sha ïewduh,
Nongdie hangne la king baiong,
Uwei u briew, kit shiphew song.

KA MLUH
Ïa kane ka poitri la sot 

na ka jingjia ba shisha kaba 
la jia ha u snem 1999.

Wari -I - IakaSyiem, 
XI Arts A

4. Ka Mluh! Ka Mluh! ong u Khasi,
Nimok! Nimok! U Bengali,
Kari! Kari! Ka ktien A'Chik,
U CRP la kiew jingshit,

5.Ka Mluh' la dap ha ki taxi,
Ka Mluh' la thied da ki byrni,
Skooter shadien tynrong ka Mluh,
Jingkhia haduh ym lah ïaid shuh.

6.Uwei u lok thaiñ Sabuda,
Ϊewduh  u wan ban siew ban tda,
Nongsor ïohi ïaknieh ka Mluh!
U lok lui-lui bud lang kumjuh.

7. U Khaw, Umphniang u lok la klet,
Plaïew thymmai u lok la bret,
Ynda janmiet u la leit phai,
Kali kit 'Mluh' u hap ban wai.

8.Ar hajar khadlai u Naiwieng (15-11-13)
Khadsan tarik ka sngi thohdieng.
Ka Mluh! Ha sor kaTamasa,
Poitri la thoh ban sahkhana.

9. Mynsngi Sorkar kala pynbna,
Tynghung kylleng ki la sawa,
Ka 'Mluh' ka biang, ka khlem duna,
Paidbah hangne ki sdang thanda.

10.Ka Mluh! ïa ngi dei ka nuksa,
Ngin nym ngeit biej, khlem tip thikna,
Ki jingkulmar bunsien ki jia,
Daw bah kidei ki Hamsaia.
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Anamika Nath, XII Science D Ankita Kar, XI Arts B
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Nikita Paul XII Commerce A Noaki R Marak XII Arts B

Ilarishisha Lapasam XII Science A Nikita Paul XII Commerce A

Jerry Jeffry K Marak XII Science C Lumlang W Kharmujai XII Science A
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Noaki R Marak XII Arts B Priya Dey XII Arts B

Puja Roy XI Commerce A Sania Hajong XI Science B
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Shania Khyllep Dkhar XII Science D Shania Khyllep Dkhar XII Science D

Willie Arambal G Momin XII Science C Willie Arambal G Momin XII Science C 
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Mandalene Lyngdoh Mawnai, XII COMMERCE B
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WANSAPHI HABA LATING, XII COMMERCE-B
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JOKES

 Now tell me John, what comes v Teacher:
after O
John: Yeah!
v Mrs Smith: Children have a lot of will 
power.
Mrs White: Yes, they also have a lot of 
won't power.
v Mrs Kim: Has your baby learned to 
speak yet?
Mrs Lee: Yes. We are now teaching her to 
keep quiet.
v Mr Jack: My wife's an angel. 
Mr Sam: Really! Mine's still alive.
v Martin: Should someone be punished 
for something he didn't do?
Teacher: No.
Martin: Good. Because I haven't done my
homework.
v (Grandfather to his grandson showing 
a sword)
Grandfather: Look son! This is the sword 
I got when I fought during the first world 
war.
Grandson:  Tha t  canno t  be  t rue 
grandfather.
Grandfather: How can you say that?
Grandson: Because they didn't know that 
there would be a second world war!
v (Teacher taking surprise test on 
different birds by looking at their legs)
Teacher: (to student 1) What is your
 name? 

Ribhaiaka Mary Pakma, XII Arts B

Student 1: Ravi.
Teacher: Ok Ravi, tell me the name of this 
bird.
Ravi: It's a parrot.
Teacher: Good.
(Next came student 2. His nam and the 
same  question was asked)
Teacher: (to student 3) Tell me the name of 
this bird.
Student 3: I don't know miss.
Teacher: You failed in the test. And yes, 
what is your name?
Student 3: Look at my legs.
v Judge: You will be hanged tomorrow at 
6 am.
Sardar: Ha, ha, ha….
Judge: Why are you laughing?
Sardar: Because I never get up before 8 
am.
v Once Sardar was invited to a party. He 
was eating again and again. Then one 
man came and asked him, “Why are you 
eating so much? Is your stomach not yet 
full?” Sardar replied, “Even though I'm 
full and tired, 'Food till 10:30 pm' was 
written on the invitation card.”
v Teacher: What is common among 
Krishna, Ram, Gandhi, Buddha and
 Jesus?
Student: They were all born on a
 government holiday.
v Josh: Why is a Maths book always 
upset?
Ronald: Because it has so many problems.
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